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Editorial

M A R T Y  S M I T H

This year’s Transactions is a cosmopolitan one, taking us all the

way from St Chad’s Church in Lichfield to the banks of the mighty

Mississippi. Caroline Haycock is a local historian who has

researched the memorials to Kitty Chambers and Lucy Porter in

St Chad’s and discovered much about these two women, whose

lives were interwoven with that of Johnson. Joanne Wilson keeps

us in Lichfield with her article on the exhibition, Letters of

Lichfield, which took place in the Birthplace earlier this year. Freya

Johnston takes us into Johnson’s internal life as well as on a journey

to Rasselas’s Abyssinia  with her paper on ‘Johnson’s Departures’,

and Susie Dent describes Johnson’s struggles with the plasticity of

English as he compiled the Dictionary in London. Bob White

reminds us of the lovely spring day we visited Cambridge, inspired

by Julia Allen’s article in last year’s Transactions, concerning

Johnson’s only visit there in 1765. In ‘Johnson on the Mississippi’,

Jack Miller writes about the spring he spent on sabbatical in

England, working at Gough Square and the Birthplace Museum,

and the course he taught on Johnson when he returned to

Minnesota.

A new feature is our Johnsonian crossword, devised by Johnson

Society Council member Phillip Jones. We hope you enjoy

completing it.

As ever, I would like to thank my colleagues on the editorial team:

Mary Baker, Fred Nicholls, Kathy Simmons, and Bob White.

David Smith has joined us this year to take on the business

management of Transactions. It would be impossible to complete
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this without their help and advice.

Jayne Wilson has re-designed Transactions this year, and I would like to thank

her for her creativity and skill.  The front cover and page designs are based on

a copy of the Dictionary owned by the Birthplace Museum. We hope you will

agree with us that it is a delight to the eye and an inspiration to read.

Our back cover commemorates the 400th anniversary of the King James Bible,

and we hope to start a new tradition of pairing a Johnson quote with an image

on the back of Transactions.  If you would like to suggest a quote and image for

next year, or offer a paper for publication, or provide any feedback on this issue,

I would be delighted to hear from you at martyanddavid@care4free.net or c/o

the Birthplace.
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Grinling Gibbons carving, Wren Library, Trinity College, Cambridge
photo by Alan Eley,  Johnson Society;

by kind permission of the Master and Fellows of Trinity College, Cambridge
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Introducing the President:
Susie Dent

P E T E R  B A R R E T T
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PURSUITS AND DREADS: SAMUEL JOHNSON AND LANGUAGE CHANGE

Susie Dent is known to millions

as the resident dictionary expert

and adjudicator on Channel 4’s

word game show, Countdown.

She has been part of the team

since 1992.

She is fluent in French and

German, having studied Modern

Languages at Somerville College,

Oxford, and German at Princeton

University. She has worked as a

language teacher in the USA

and for a German publisher.

She now writes on language

issues, including a series of language reports for OUP; for example,

English on the Move, 2003–2007. In 2009 OUP published What

Made the Crocodile Cry?: 101 Questions about the English Language.

Susie Dent’s latest book, about English dialects, How to Talk like

a Local, was published in 2010. She lives in Oxford with her

husband and two children.

The Johnson Society is delighted to welcome as President a

lexicographer whose experience and practice are rooted in the

present day.

Introducing the

President:

Susie Dent

PETER

BARRETT
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Presidential address given to the Johnson Society on 17

September 2011 in the Guildhall, Lichfield.

In Sir Joshua Reynolds’ early portrait of Samuel Johnson, before

the subsequent engravings made for the frontispiece of Boswell’s

great biography, the almost-serene and smooth-faced writer sits in

contemplation. His left hand rests on his desk, while his right holds

a quill, both in apparent readiness to commit the best of those

thoughts to paper.  It is this first youthful capture by Reynolds,

made as a tribute to his great friend, without the frown, the bushy

eyebrows, and the air of celebrated maturity which were all to be

added in later, that I like to visualize whenever I read Johnson’s

Rambler essays, and one of them in particular. For though the

thoughts he expresses there are rooted in experience and in

retrospection, their flashes of elevated thought and feeling have a

quiet but palpable energy that seems suited to that same portrait pose.

The Rambler essay in question is the tuppeny issue from Saturday,

1 February 1752. In it, Johnson’s thoughts are on change. It is a

preoccupation that readers of his Dictionary, and particularly its

Preface, will be familiar with, charting as it does his gradual

realization that language is as fluid as the ink on its pages.  Johnson

describes here what results when a man ‘views the state of his own

mind from the dawn of manhood to its decline, and considers what

he pursued or dreaded, slighted or esteemed’. A potent beginning.

Every man, the writer concludes, no matter what station in life

7
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PURSUITS AND DREADS: SAMUEL JOHNSON AND LANGUAGE CHANGE

he occupies,

will have conviction forced upon him, for the lectures of time obtrude

themselves upon the most unwilling or dissipated auditor; and, by comparing

our past with our present thoughts, we perceive that we have changed our

minds, though perhaps we cannot discover when the alteration happened,

or by what causes it was produced.

Looking back on past pursuits and dreads, and realizing that they may have

swapped places, is clearly a fruitful task for Johnson. Had he realized it at the

time, those two words would also have provided an apt summary of the double-

edged sword that change represented for him in earlier years, and most

particularly perhaps in the writing of the Dictionary. What I’d like to look at

this evening is Johnson’s attitude towards change, and to hazard a guess as to

how he would have viewed the condition of our language, tweets and all, as it

powers ahead today.

The early pages of Thomas Mann’s Tod in Venedig (Death in Venice) offer a

striking image that has stayed with me, probably more than any other, from the

day I read the story in my university days. It comes in a description of the strict

ascetic Aschenbach, who abhors but also envies the sweet idleness of youth and

of the artist. In the novel, an observer compliments him by saying,  ‘“You see,

Aschenbach has always lived like this” – here the speaker closed the fingers of

his left hand to a fist – “never like this” – and he let his hand hang relaxed from

the back of his chair.’ The story charts the progression towards a lax-handed

openness that, in its extreme, brings self-destruction.

Thomas Mann’s own parents were the embodiment of both approaches to life –

his mother a sensuous and fiery woman born in Rio de Janeiro, and his father

a product of the industrious acerbity of northern Germany. Mann was pulled

between the impulses of each of them, as are many of his characters. I’ve dwelled

on the image of the closed fist, and the open hand, because I detect a similar

tension in Johnson’s work too. Perhaps that pull between wildly different

instincts is part of us all – I think it was very much part of Johnson. His

Dictionary of the English Language is written in a voice that is for the most part

both modest and candid, but that is interspersed with the occasional passionately

stinging reproof, or cheering approval.  

8
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Johnson wrote in that Rambler essay: ‘We naturally indulge those ideas that

please us. Hope will predominate in every mind, till it has been suppressed by

frequent disappointments.’ It would be easy to say that the English language

disappointed him, in its insistence on transformation and its slipperiness when

it comes to its capture. But how true would it be? 

From the outset, Johnson believed that the character of our language defines

us, and that it followed therefore that dictionaries are as much about us as they

are about the language we speak.  There is a famous meme propagated by

linguists that the Holy Roman Emperor, Charles V, preferred to speak Spanish

to God, German to soldiers, French to diplomats, and Italian to women. English

it seems he spoke little – allegedly only to converse with geese. Such national

portraits may be absurd and unflattering, but we cannot argue that we are what

we say, and Johnson realized that in attempting to capture English he was also

presenting a social history of its speakers. And that he richly delivers. In the

time between his starting and completing, however, he had also recognized a

crucial truth. Having wanted to clean up a language threatened by decay, to

freeze it in as pure a state as he could muster, he grew to realize that English

would both evade pursuit and continue in its merry, mucky, and beautiful path,

thanks to the frustrating and wonderful imperfections of its users.

The rightfully famous Blackadder characterization of Johnson is nicely

perceptive in its comedy about the impossibility of harnessing a language. Many,

if not most, of you will know very well the episode in question. It’s called ‘Ink

and Incapability’, and begins with Blackadder’s master, Prince George, a young

man apparently ‘as thick as a whale omelette’, weighing up the merits of

becoming Johnson’s patron. He invites the great wordsmith to show him his

handiwork. There follows a farcical sketch in which Blackadder delights in

presenting Dr Johnson (who rather self-righteously claims that ‘this dictionary

contains every word in our beloved language’) with his version of English.

‘I hope you will not object if I also offer the Doctor my most enthusiastic…

contrafibularities.’

[Johnson at this point is looking perturbed]

Blackadder: ‘Contrafibularities, sir? It is a common word, down our

way....Oh, I’m sorry, sir. I’m anaspeptic, frasmotic, even compunctuous to

9
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have caused you such pericombobulation.’

If its fidelity to history is limited (it has Jane Austen as Johnson’s contemporary,

sporting ‘a beard like a rhododendron’), the episode accurately reflects the will

to freeze English in a proper state, which was prevalent at the time of Johnson’s

Dictionary. The philosopher David Hume complained in 1741 that: ‘The

Elegance and Propriety of Stile have been very much neglected among us. We

have no Dictionary of our Language, and scarce a tolerable Grammar.’ The

fear, or dread, was that English would become as muddled and chaotic as

Middle English had once been: ‘And such as Chaucer is, shall Dryden be’, wrote

Alexander Pope. The clamours for a proper dictionary, and an English

Academy to sit over it, were loud and persistent.  

Enter Johnson, a busy, self-educated man, a voracious and insightful reader, but

one too poor to sustain his study at Oxford, unsupported and unknown,

immersed in the Grub Street London of the 1730s, where pamphleteers, poets

and critics churned out their work for little recompense. A curious self-election,

perhaps, for a task that had taken the Académie Française 40 scholars and 40

years to accomplish. But as many of you will have already heard with a chuckle,

Samuel Johnson was confident he could do better, and in three years, observing

that: ‘This is the proportion. Let me see; forty times forty is sixteen hundred.

As three to sixteen hundred, so is the proportion of an Englishman to a

Frenchman.’ As it turns out, he wasn’t far wrong. It took him nine years.

Time wasn’t the only quarrel he had with the French. The attempts of their

country’s language academy, he soon realized, to ‘retain fugitives and repulse

intruders’, were ‘vain’. Thus his own pursuits to do the same were equally

fruitless, thanks to the thudding realization that ‘to enchain syllables, and to lash

the wind, are equally the undertakings of pride.’ He refuses, in his Preface, to

accept the emperor’s crown. Importantly he also insists that new words are both

inevitable and permissible in his record. Granted, he may have wanted to

influence his readers a little, dismissing such words as Pope’s writative as ‘not to

be imitated’, but the fact that he included the word at all speaks of his desire to

capture as much as he could. He may be grudging on occasions, and downright

rude on others, but his description of the English of his day is generally a very

honest one. 

10
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Most importantly, the Dictionary is genuinely the first to attempt to chart a

language’s meanings according to democratic changing usage, and not by

committee. He sought such consensus in the most important writers of his time,

from whom he selected his examples. While the use of quotations in a dictionary

was not entirely new, Johnson’s prolific use of literary sources makes his work,

as Henry Hitchings succinctly puts it, ‘as much an anthology of English literature

as a dictionary of definitions’. Two hundred and fifty years later, Johnson’s

approach to lexicography is still considered the correct one. His own literary

sources may have been occasionally quirky, as in the traveller Thomas Coryate,

included under his nickname Furcifer on account of his having alleged he was

the first Englishman to eat using a fork. And the works of Pope, Swift, and

Shakespeare may have been replaced today by the output of chat rooms, blogs,

newspapers, and scholarly journals, but the principle has remained the same: a

word is defined by its use.

Johnson’s progression from an opposition to change to an acceptance of it can

be charted in the Dictionary’s methodology. When he began, he had a rigid idea

of how many different senses a word could possess. Surely no more than seven

at the most, he thought. In practice, as he went on, he realized his error. To put,

he would ultimately decide, had 134 different shades of meaning, and required

some 8,000 words to explain them. Initially he tried to squeeze new material into

his skeleton notebooks, but space soon ran out. His books became scruffy and

dirty. ‘Wherever I turned my view’, he would later write, ‘there was perplexity to

be disentangled, and confusion to be regulated.’ His notebooks were jettisoned,

and a fresh manuscript begun: one that was physically and figuratively open-

ended. This change marked the shift from a prescriptive ruling on what was

correct and permissible, to a descriptive record of English good and bad.

Johnson’s experience-based, documentary approach to language has had a lasting

influence on the making of dictionaries ever since, including the OED.

Oxford, of course, includes slang in all of its dictionaries, both historical and

current. Perhaps nowhere can the overlapping of pursuit and dread be better

detected than in Johnson’s approach to that particular subject. I remember

reading a quote from Andrew Marr on the blurb of Jonathon Green’s wonderful

Dictionary of Slang – a dictionary which, given its subject, revels in the blue and

the bawdy. Marr wrote, ‘Dr Johnson would have moaned with delight.’ Really?

11
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Some of Johnson’s definitions, packed with moral censure, suggest he may

instead have writhed in horror.  One of his favourite labels for a word of slang

is ‘low’: shabby he defined as ‘a word that has crept into conversation and low

writing, but ought not to be admitted into the language’. The English of his time

seemed to have been spilling over with terms for women of dubious morals:

Johnson clearly didn’t like any recipient of the word harridan, whom he defined

succinctly as ‘a decayed strumpet’.  

I have often wondered whether Johnson and Francis Grose, whose picturesque

glossary of London slang, the Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue, was published

just 30 years after the Dictionary of the English Language, ever met, and what

discussions may have ensued. Johnson was not consistently down on slang, but

he cannot be said to have welcomed it with Thomas Mann’s open palm. He

describes cant – the contemporary term for slang – as ‘a corrupt dialect used by

beggars and vagabonds’, and before setting out on his venture he condemns it

‘to perish with other things unworthy of preservation’. Francis Grose’s definition

of another type of unvirtuous woman, a vividly-named blowsabella, as ‘a woman

whose hair is dishevelled and hanging about her face, a slattern’, contrasts

strikingly with that of Johnson, who puts it pithily as ‘a ruddy fat-faced wench’.

There are, alas, no records of any encounters between the two men, but I like

to think that the discussion would have been energetic and passionate; spiky,

certainly, but ultimately mutually admiring.

Whether Johnson embraced change or became resigned to it, is not easy to

judge. The reality was probably a mixture of the two. What is clear is that, as

others have noted, his work is a dictionary of the English language, not the

dictionary of Samuel Johnson’s language, and given the public thirst for such a

record, its status became enormous. In fact, the biggest surprise about his

Dictionary is that there is probably not a book anywhere whose status so

exceeds, or is so divorced from, an understanding (or even knowledge) of its

content. We know that the Dictionary is in many ways a rush job. Johnson took

on a commission when he needed the cash, and then had to complete it when

he’d already moved on to other work. His aim was to produce a serviceable

dictionary for the practical use of a man of letters, registering language as he

found it. And yet the fate of his work is strikingly similar to that of the OED. It

was seen as the ultimate authority, the arbiter of correct usage, and was readily
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assumed to be prescriptive. The Dictionary stands, from a bibliophile’s point

of view, second only to the Shakespeare First Folio, and its influence was as

long-reaching in time as any work of literature you can think of. If today we think

of the OED when we look for judgement from a dictionary, in the 18th and

19th centuries the authority was all Johnson’s.  A Commons Committee report

from 1790 looks to Johnson to back up its case: ‘the word populacy in Johnson’s

Dictionary is said to mean the multitude, the common people; and passages are

there cited to prove it, from authors of the last and the present century.’  The

use of the Dictionary as a reference in courtrooms dates from at least 1806.

Johnson’s was the dictionary for Wordsworth, Keats, Shelley, Austen, the

Brontës, Trollope, and George Eliot. It was his work that Dickens refers to, that

Coleridge complained about, and that Robert Browning famously read from

cover to cover in order to qualify himself to be a poet. And it was his Dictionary

that Becky Sharp throws out of the carriage in Thackeray’s Vanity Fair.  

As Henry Hitchings has also richly described, Johnson’s Dictionary became a

symbol of Britishness elsewhere: an instrument of Empire, a standard work in

America, India, Australia and New Zealand, and a model for dictionary-makers

across Europe. Sometimes the Dictionary’s influence could have startling results.

In the summer of 1775, the toast of British high society was Omai, a young man

brought back from Tahiti by Captain Cook’s party. Quick to learn chess, Omai

was rather less successful in his command of English, and apparently, having

gathered from Johnson’s Dictionary that to pickle meant ‘to preserve’, he saluted

Lord Sandwich, the Admiral of the Fleet, with the hope that ‘God Almighty

might pickle his Lordship to all eternity’.

And so, was Johnson a man with a tightly-closed fist, or one who met with change

with his hand wide open? Many of his celebrated pronouncements seem

deliberately chosen to represent the authoritarian. ‘Patriotism is the last refuge

of a scoundrel’ has been quoted or adapted by Bob Dylan, by conservative

politicians, and by the Socialist Workers’ Party.  More recently, it is often cited

by campaigners against the invasion of Iraq. Like many a good quotation,

however,  Johnson’s own can be fitted to almost any circumstance. And as Freya

Johnston, a Johnson scholar, has pointed out, we need to imagine Johnson’s

sayings as just that, spoken, and in a broad Birmingham accent, by a dishevelled

and unprepossessing man given to melancholy and startling facial and bodily

13
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tics.  As she notes, it is one of Johnson’s most striking achievements that such

an eccentric, uncouth individual went on to become associated – in the course

of his own lifetime – with all the stodgy conformity of the Establishment. 

The reality, as ever, was not so black and white. In its combination of irreverence

and authority, the Dictionary is rare in the field of lexicography, certainly by

modern standards, where dictionary definitions are a rather more sober affair,

based on empirical observations of written and spoken language which go far

beyond literary sources. Not that English itself has become less colourful. I

wonder how Johnson might have viewed modern kaleidoscopic English. We

might also wonder whether he would have revelled or writhed over the Samuel

Johnson who presides over Twitter, whose pronouncements have brought the

original a whole new, and unexpected, audience. I offer you here some of my

favourite observations of life in no more than 140 characters. 

Hear ye, o Goodfolk of #Amazon. You have five Minutes in which to prove

that “the World’s Most Customer-Centrick Company” is not mere CANT.

America’s Got Talent (n.) Vaudeville Vindication of America’s most hopeful

Troubadours by England’s most ghastly People 19 days ago

The Tottenham Mob does cry for Justice, yet channels its Might unto the

Liberation of Training-Shoes from Mr. JD Sports.

France: barbarous hexagon, curs’d with ten Varieties of Mustard, yet not one

Variety of Politeness

A popular Colonial Idiom is the use of ASS to refer to th’entire Body; apt

when ’tis the principal PART of most Americans

You might well accuse Tom Morton, the Twitter Johnson, of being too obsessed

with the trivial. And yet Johnson himself pronounced to James Boswell that,

‘there is nothing too little for so little a creature as man’.

Whether Johnson would be tweeting today, I’m not sure – we can probably bet

on the fact that Boswell would. It would be cheering to think that both men

would have liked to sit around and wittily discuss cultural ephemera over dinner.

The fact that social media have pressed English into monumental change is not

something, I believe, that he would have shied away from. Johnson’s writing

14
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holds out, at all costs, against stagnation. As the Rambler essay points out, we

should embrace the mobility that is inherent in all of us, and not try to work

against it. And so it must be with language, no matter how much we hope that

there might, after all, be a safe and secure state of some kind, somewhere.

The changes in English since the mid-18th century are, of course, enormous.

Take almost any entry in Johnson’s Dictionary and compare it with a modern

dictionary, and you will see the difference in lexicography in the intervening

centuries. To hiccup, in 1755, was ‘to sob with convulsion of the stomach’.

Today, according to the Oxford Dictionary of English, it is an ‘involuntary spasm

of the diaphragm and respiratory organs, with a sudden closure of the glottis

and a characteristic gulping sound’. An 18th century tarantula was apparently

‘an insect whose bite is cured only by musick’. To worm is now defined rather

differently than in Johnson’s day:  it was perplexingly described in the Dictionary

as ‘to deprive a dog of something, nobody knows what, under his tongue, which

is said to prevent him, nobody knows why, from running mad’. And we now

know that spider comes ultimately from the verb ‘to spin’, rather than fitting

Johnson’s fanciful conjecture: ‘may not spider be spy dor, the insect that watches

the door?’ 

Change has transformed the meanings of words, too.  Comparisons of Johnson’s

entries with modern definitions can offer interesting glimpses of how language

evolves. In 1755, a high-flier was ‘one that carries his opinion to extravagance’,

while an autopsy was ‘an ocular demonstration; seeing a thing one’s self’. To be

promiscuous was to be confused or undistinguished, to smirk was to smile

wantonly, and to be silly was to be innocent and helpless. A urinator was a diver,

one who searches under the water, and a fireman was a man of sudden passions. 

There is for me little doubt that Johnson would have welcomed the

lexicographical discoveries informing the OED, and the corpora, or language

databases, that underpin them. In fact the only characteristic of modern

dictionary-making that he might lament would probably be the loss of colour.

Thanks to Johnson’s voracious reading, readers of his Dictionary may learn that

Alexander the Great drank from a cup which could hold fourteen pints, that

asbestos has an ‘insipid’ taste, that crocodiles smell much better when their

bowels are removed, or that you can get something very much like malaria by

sleeping with a copy of Homer’s Iliad under your pillow. 

15
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Overall, though, such entries get more than their fair share of attention. Most

of his Dictionary is a modest affair. Johnson’s definitions are mentioned as a

yardstick in 970 definitions within the OED. If a word is not in his Dictionary,

it is noteworthy, and the editorial note, ‘Not in Johnson’, accounts for over a

tenth of them. A modern lexicographer may also learn much from Johnson’s

defining style, the results of which are often delightfully succinct: an embryo is

‘the offspring yet unfinished in the womb’, and a rant is ‘high sounding language

unsupported by dignity of thought’. A nightmare, as Johnson knew himself all

too well, is ‘a morbid oppression in the night, resembling the pressure of weight

upon the breast’, and a kiss is a ‘salute with the lips’. 

Today, debates over language and its state of health continue, and the calls for

a regulator of language are still audible.  It is to the chagrin of many that modern

dictionaries reflect language and its changes of direction rather than prescribe

its correct usage.  This dilemma of letting a language evolve, while at the same

time maintaining order and clarity, is one that continues to preoccupy us today.

If it is a debate that is unlikely to see any real resolution, we must be grateful to

Johnson for a unique record of one stage in our language’s history, and for one

that is eminently readable even today. In another Rambler essay, Johnson

dismissed as a fantasy the idea that human beings could exist in a state of

suspension between two alternatives. It is impossible, he writes, to live other

than in the process of rising or falling. It is to his utter credit that he accepted

the impossibility of his own fantasy of halting change, and that he then actively

pursued it – the very thing he had dreaded the most.

16
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Since the last edition of Transactions, the Johnson Society has

continued to provide a wide range of activities for members. Freya

Johnston gave the annual lecture on 2 March, entitled ‘Johnson’s

Departures’, which is published in Transactions, as is Caroline

Haycock’s talk on the memorials dedicated to Kitty Chambers and

Lucy Porter in St Chad’s, which followed the Society’s AGM on

23 March.

The winter lecture series attracted large numbers. Under the rubric,

‘Art and Visual Presentation in the 18th Century’, we heard

Richard Clay, Lars Tharp and John Chapple talk about coins and

the printing of money, Hogarth’s depiction of ceramics in works

such as The Rake’s Progress, and Johnson as biographer.

Our excursion this year was to Cambridge, where we were hosted

by Julia Allen. It was a lovely day out, and included a visit to

Emmanuel College and the Wren Library.

A highlight was our hosting the AGM of the Alliance of Literary

Societies in May. It was quite inspiring to meet people from all over

the country who feel a true passion for books and writing. 

During 2011/12 we look forward to a winter lecture series devoted

to writers known to Johnson: Kate Chisholm on women writers;

Dr Sebastian Mitchell of Birmingham University on Boswell and

The Tour to the Hebrides; and Fred Nicholls on the Georgian

theatre and dramatists known to Johnson.

17
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The Birthday celebrations on the Market Square attracted large numbers, and

our new President, Susie Dent, was installed at the Annual Supper. This is

always a fine occasion, held in the Guildhall. The speeches were excellent. On

the following Monday your Chairman spoke at the celebration in Uttoxeter,

which marks Johnson’s celebrated ‘Act of Penance’.

Finally, I would like to ask our overseas members to get in touch with the

Johnson Society via the Birthplace Museum or the e-mail link on our website.

We would like to renew personal contact, and ask for your views on the Society

and its activities We are anxious to hear about research being undertaken, and

the state of Johnsonian studies in general. 

18
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Chairman Peter Barrett with Samuel Johnson (aka Ken Knowles)
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It was to the loyal and ancient city of Lichfield that representatives

from 35 societies headed, in the merrie month of May, to take part

in a full programme for this year’s AGM and conference weekend

on 21 and 22 May.

In the Guildhall, originally built in 1387, members were welcomed

to Lichfield by the Mayor, Cllr. Brian Bacon, whose brief and

erudite history of the city was concluded with Dr Johnson’s famous

quote, taken from Boswell’s Life of Samuel Johnson: ‘You must

know, sir, I lately took my friend Boswell, and showed him genuine

civilized life in an English provincial town. I turned him loose at

Lichfield, my native city, that he might see for once real civility; for

you know he lives among savages in Scotland, and among rakes in

London.’

The Mayor was followed by our Chairman, Peter Barrett, who

spoke on the inaugural meeting of the Johnson Society back in 1910

when the Mayor, Cllr. Benson, had welcomed the members. The

first membership list comprised 78 men and women, including eight

from New England!  In those days the ground floor of the Guildhall

was the fire station, but ‘if the fire alarm should go off today it will

be a genuine alarm, so please evacuate the building.’ In Dr

Johnson’s day the building had been a theatre and the great man

had been very possessive about his chair on one famous occasion! 

The AGM was then opened by the Chairman of the ALS, Linda
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Curry, who welcomed Jenny Uglow, the new President.

During the afternoon Joanne Wilson, Lichfield Museums and Heritage Officer,

gave us an enlightening talk entitled In His Native Place, taken from Johnson’s

saying: ‘Every man has a lurking wish in the back of his mind to be thought

considerable in his native place.’ Dr Graham Nicholls followed with An

Introduction to Literary Lichfield and painted a vibrant picture of a city that was

a military, as well as a literary centre.  Many trunk routes converged here, making

the city accessible.  A significant fact in the development of Lichfield was that

the temporal and ecclesiastical worlds were separated – to reach the Cathedral

and Close water transport was required!  

The remainder of the afternoon was for exploration of the city or a tour of poet

Philip Larkin’s connections with Lichfield, all in glorious sunshine.

The evening reception at the Birthplace Museum had an unexpected visitor in

the guise of Dr Samuel Johnson, ably played by actor Ken Knowles, the Town

Crier.  This was followed by the conference dinner at the Olive Tree Restaurant

where Johnsonian quotes had been thoughtfully laid at every place. Over coffee

some members read passages from their favourite authors, including Janet

Kennerley of the Gaskell Society, whose choice was taken from Cranford: 

‘Have you seen any numbers of the Pickwick Papers?’ said Captain Brown.

‘Aren’t they famously good?’ So urged, Miss Jenkyns could not but speak.

‘I must say, I don’t think they are by any means equal to Dr Johnson. Still,

perhaps, the author is young.  Let him persevere, and who knows what he

may become if he will take the great Doctor for his model.’

A convivial evening was rounded off with a short talk by President Jenny Uglow

on the importance and enjoyment of bringing the different societies together.

On the final day of the conference, after a flexible morning for members to

explore the city, and to undertake a guided tour of the Birthplace, Marion

Roberts gave a talk in the Bishop’s Palace, built in 1637, about its famous

occupant, the ‘queen muse of Britain’, poet Anna Seward. She was a nationally

recognised figure in the literary world. Her biographer painted word pictures for

us of that period in the history of the city when famous people regularly visited

Anna. One was Sir Walter Scott who eventually became her literary executor.

20
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What better way to round off a vibrant weekend than a cream tea at Chapters

Restaurant before bidding au revoir to fellow literary enthusiasts.

Next year’s ALS AGM will be held in Nottingham on 12–13 May hosted by the

Dickens Fellowship. All members of the Johnson Society are welcome to attend

this and future AGMs. We will inform members of next year’s programme of

events when it becomes available.
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This paper was the Annual Johnson Lecture, presented to

the Johnson Society of Lichfield on 2 March 2011 to

commemorate the journey of David Garrick and Samuel

Johnson to London.

The last time James Boswell saw Samuel Johnson was on 30 June

1784, when they travelled across London together in a gilded

carriage borrowed from a mutual friend:

I accompanied him in Sir Joshua Reynolds’s coach, to the entry

of Bolt-court. He asked me whether I would not go with him

to his house; I declined it, from an apprehension that my spirits

would sink. We bade adieu to each other affectionately in the

carriage. When he had got down upon the foot-pavement, he

called out, ‘Fare you well;’ and without looking back, sprung

away with a kind of pathetick briskness, if I may use that

expression, which seemed to indicate a struggle to conceal

uneasiness, and impressed me with a foreboding of our long,

long separation.1

Boswell was not the first to read into a friend’s departure or farewell

an intimation of mortality. But the phrase he comes up with here,

‘pathetick briskness’, is an especially apt way of describing

Johnson’s style. If every departure is viewed as a little anticipation

of death, it is indeed ‘pathetick’; Johnson’s refusal to ‘look back’

on this occasion seems bound up with the human inability to return

to the past, with our separation in death from all that we have

known and loved. But the ‘pathetick’, being equally associated (as
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it is in Johnson’s Dictionary) with ‘affecting’ and ‘moving’ the passions, is also a

way of putting something into motion. To touch or affect someone pathetically

is to effect a transition from one state of feeling to another, which brings us to

another sense of departure — that of adventure and escape; a kind of ‘briskness’.2

If there is pathos in Johnson, it tends to give way to vigour, quickness, and

liveliness; to issue in jollity and good humour. 

He was a difficult house guest, as Hester Lynch Piozzi recalled:

Mr. Johnson loved late hours extremely, or more properly hated early ones.

Nothing was more terrifying to him than the idea of retiring to bed, which

he never would call going to rest, or suffer another to do so. ‘I lie down (said

he) that my acquaintance may sleep; but I lie down to endure oppressive

misery, and soon rise again to pass the night in anxiety and pain.’ By this

pathetic manner, which no one ever possessed in so eminent a degree, he

used to shock me from quitting his company, till I hurt my own health not a

little by sitting up with him when I was myself far from well: nor was it an

easy matter to oblige him even by compliance, for he always maintained that

no one forbore their own gratifications for the sake of pleasing another, and

if one did sit up it was probably to amuse one’s self. Some right however he

certainly had to say so, as he made his company exceedingly entertaining

when he had once forced one, by his vehement lamentations and piercing

reproofs, not to quit the room, but to sit quietly and make tea for him, as I

often did in London till four o’clock in the morning. At Streatham indeed I

managed better, having always some friend who was kind enough to engage

him in talk, and favour my retreat.3

Perhaps Johnson refused to describe ‘retiring to bed’ as ‘going to rest’ because

it sounded like a euphemism for death. Piozzi’s closing reference to a ‘kind’

friend who favoured her ‘retreat’ is reminiscent of Johnson’s phrasing towards

the end of The Vanity of Human Wishes (1749), when he calls death ‘kind

Nature’s Signal of Retreat’.4 In any event, the eminently ‘pathetic manner’ that

Piozzi remembered in Johnson chimes with the ‘pathetick briskness’ which

Boswell noted in his departing friend. Johnson’s tendency to ‘vehement

lamentations’ was quickly succeeded by his capacity to be ‘exceedingly

entertaining’. And this combination of qualities again suggests that Boswell has

hit on something in the phrase ‘pathetick briskness’; that it is true to the
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compelling mixture of despondency and energy in Johnson. 

The portrait of the astronomer in The History of Rasselas, Prince of Abissinia

(1759) – a portrait which, like that of Imlac (and perhaps of everyone else in

this oriental tale), may be a kind of indirect autobiography – anticipates Piozzi’s

description of its author:

The sage endeavoured to amuse them, that they might prolong their visits,

for he found his thoughts grow brighter in their company; the clouds of

solicitude vanished by degrees, as he forced himself to entertain them, and

he grieved when he was left at their departure to his old employment of

regulating the seasons. […] 

As their familiarity increased they invited him often to the house of Imlac,

where they distinguished him by extraordinary respect. He began gradually

to delight in sublunary pleasures. He came early and departed late; laboured

to recommend himself by assiduity and compliance; excited their curiosity

after new arts, that they might still want his assistance; and when they made

any excursion of pleasure or enquiry, entreated to attend them.5

What Piozzi views as Johnson’s earned ‘right’ to have company stay up with him

into the small hours – he made himself ‘exceedingly entertaining’ as a kind of

payment to those who consented to remain awake – applies equally to the lonely

astronomer, who ‘endeavours to amuse’ and who ‘forces himself to entertain’

those who visit him. What is striking about this passage is the sheer amount of

work involved in the process of recommending oneself socially; in fact, Johnson

calls it ‘labour’. The recompense is permission to be allowed to ‘come early and

depart late’; to ‘Be not solitary, be not idle’, in the words of Robert Burton’s

Anatomy of Melancholy (1621), one of Johnson’s favourite books. It was advice

he gave to Boswell, amongst others: ‘The great direction which Burton has left

to men disordered like you, is this, Be not solitary, be not idle’.6

The ‘Life of Pope’ (1781) was completed while the elderly Johnson was a

‘constant guest’ of the Thrales in Streatham, a fact which gives extra piquancy

to the comments he makes in that biography about Pope’s conduct as a visitor

in later life:7

The indulgence and accommodation which [Pope’s] sickness required, had
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taught him all the unpleasing and unsocial qualities of a valetudinary man.

He expected that every thing should give way to his ease or humour […]

The reputation which his friendship gave, procured him many invitations;

but he was a very troublesome inmate. He brought no servant, and had so

many wants, that a numerous attendance was scarcely able to supply them.

Wherever he was, he left no room for another, because he exacted the

attention, and employed the activity of the whole family. […] One of his

constant demands was of coffee in the night, and to the woman that waited

on him in his chamber he was very burthensome; but he was careful to

recompense her want of sleep; and Lord Oxford’s servant declared, that in

a house where her business was to answer his call, she would not ask for

wages.

He had another fault, easily incident to those who, suffering much pain, think

themselves entitled to whatever pleasures they can snatch. He was too

indulgent to his appetite; he loved meat highly seasoned and of strong taste;

and, at the intervals of the table, amused himself with biscuits and dry

conserves. If he sat down to a variety of dishes, he would oppress his stomach

with repletion, and though he seemed angry when a dram was offered him,

did not forbear to drink it. His friends, who knew the avenues to his heart,

pampered him with presents of luxury, which he did not suffer to stand

neglected. […]

That he loved too well to eat, is certain; but that his sensuality shortened his

life will not be hastily concluded, when it is remembered that a conformation

so irregular lasted six and fifty years, notwithstanding such pertinacious

diligence of study and meditation.8

As is often the case in Johnson, what we experience in this passage is a series of

careful adjustments in perspective, a sympathetic reckoning up of debts and

payments in relation to all parties. There is a wry, mobile intelligence at work

and at play in these paragraphs, that of an advocate who can see several points

of view, above and below stairs, as he juggles a number of demands and supplies:

there are reputations and invitations, wants and attendants, business and wages,

appetites and their gratification to consider. But this serio-comic attention to

Pope, to his host, his host’s family and servants is not the only kind of justice at
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issue, because Johnson then pans out to include the reader in the process of

adjudication. Note the relationship in the final quoted paragraph between the

possibility that Pope shortened his own life through ‘sensuality’ (a possibility

which Johnson neither confirms nor denies) and the reader’s assumed tendency

to conclude things hastily. Not too hastily, or at least not necessarily; but there

is an implication that the process of blaming Pope for not having lived any longer

than he did might have started and finished too soon. 

It is that human tendency to rush things that Johnson’s protracted final sentence

makes us revise. If we don’t jump to our own conclusions, we might realize that

Pope’s life could have been a lot shorter. Typically, Johnson’s sentence derives

its authoritative stature from calling certainty – ‘That he loved too well to eat is

certain’ – into question. And one of the ways it does so is by insisting that we

take our time (this seems only fair, given that the question before us has to do

with duration). A similar thing happens at the end of the Life of Savage

(published in 1744, nearly four decades before the ‘Life of Pope’). In the final

paragraph of that account, a paragraph which Johnson noted that he ‘Added’ as

a second thought, he again turns his attention to the putative certainty of his

reader and the known irregularity of his biographical subject, and makes them

lock moral horns with one another, creating a vigorous interplay of opposing

principles. He gives us a sense of the sheer variety of human beings who might

come to his sentence and who might learn something from it. The Johnsonian

‘sentence’ needs to be understood here as, by turns, a way of thinking something

through (without having necessarily reached a conclusion); as a judgement of

the narrative to which it belongs, and of its human subject (with the associated

implications of crime and punishment); and as a grammatically complete unit

of expression:

This Relation will not be wholly without its Use, if those, who languish under

any Part of his Sufferings, shall be enabled to fortify their Patience by

reflecting that they feel only those Afflictions from which the Abilities of

Savage did not exempt him; or if those who, in Confidence of superior

Capacities or Attainments disregard the common Maxims of Life, shall be

reminded that nothing will supply the Want of Prudence, and that

Negligence and Irregularity, long continued, will make Knowledge useless,

Wit ridiculous, and Genius contemptible.9
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If biography is able on the one hand to ‘fortify’ the ‘Patience’ of those

unfortunate enough to suffer as Savage did, it is also capable of administering a

salutary check to the ‘Confidence’ of a reader who needs reminding that the

‘long Continuation’ of an improper course of life will eventually bring his

capacities and attainments, however superior they may be, into contempt. So

here, again, the sheer involved duration of the sentence is a kind of tonic for

the soul. The length of time it takes to read it mimics the length of a dissolute

life against which Johnson is warning. It is both ‘pathetick’ and ‘brisk’ in its

tender recommendations and stern admonitions to weak and to superior

readers. What is astonishing about moments like this in Johnson’s writing is his

capacity to be at once generally inclusive and pointedly specific. The force and

tenacity of his writing are never dissipated, even in constructions as potentially

unwieldy as this 87 word sentence.

The History of Rasselas, Prince of Abissinia was composed in 1759, perhaps in

the course of one week, and the work as a whole might be characterized by that

Boswellian term, ‘pathetick briskness’. The book opens in a landscape from

which the hero is desperate to break free: the ominous surroundings of the

Happy Valley, home to the children of the Abyssinian royal family. It starts, in

other words, with thoughts of departure. In two volumes containing 49 short

chapters, we read about the escape of a youngish hero, Prince Rasselas, from a

superficially blissful existence into a perilous and disheartening wider world.

There, aided by his sister Nekayah, her maid Pekuah and their older guide,

Imlac, he tries to discover a way of life that will guarantee permanent happiness. 

The Happy Valley is an artificial paradise in which bland entertainment is

offered to the inhabitants in order to ‘fill up the vacancies of attention, and lessen

the tediousness of time’ and to conceal the fact that no-one is permitted to go

elsewhere (Yale, XVI.10). ‘Happy’, it quickly transpires, is a cruelly

inappropriate name. The valley is full of people, weary of life, who have been

lured inside by the promise of a safe retirement. It is the ultimate gated

community, barring access to and from the real world. There is a waiting list of

those keen to sign up to such apparent bliss. Every year, fresh recruits are

admitted, the ‘gates of iron’ closing behind them forever (Yale, XVI.8). Here,

the valley starts to sound closer to hell than to paradise: like Satan and his
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followers, its inhabitants are desperate to persuade other people to join them in

a place they aren’t allowed to leave.

But this valley is a heaven, too. Johnson encourages us to see that the two states –

hell and heaven, unhappiness and happiness – might co-exist in one and the

same place, and under exactly the same conditions. Or perhaps it would be

more accurate to say that heaven can turn into hell because, once you get what

you want, you no longer have anything to wish for, and that makes you

miserable. So it is because their ‘Every desire’ is ‘immediately granted’ that the

valley’s inmates are secretly dissatisfied. As Imlac puts it, ‘some desire is

necessary to keep life in motion’, and Rasselas’s education begins at the moment

when he declares to the old man in Chapter 3: ‘I fancy that I should be happy

if I had something to persue’ (Yale, XVI.10, 33, 16). In his Dictionary, Johnson

defines that verb, ‘To PURSUE’, as ‘To chase’; ‘To prosecute; to continue’ and

‘To endeavour to attain’. So Rasselas’s condition is close to that of the reader:

both the protagonist and his audience are in imaginary pursuit of new

experiences. Johnson sends Rasselas in search of happiness from Abyssinia to

Egypt and (possibly) back again. The prince and his companions spend their

time walking, running, climbing, digging, sailing, and galloping up and down the

Nile Valley and around the desert.

The travellers want to find a way of life that will guarantee permanent happiness.

They undertake a whistle-stop tour of the human condition, quizzing individuals

who are in pursuit of learning, pleasure, oblivion, power, and wealth – people

living in society and in isolation, those who are married and those who are

celibate. The book is full of arrivals and departures. But no-one the travellers

encounter has managed to find lasting contentment. In the final chapter, they

resolve to go back to the Happy Valley, the place they originally abandoned.

We never find out if they get there, and the signs are not encouraging – we have

been told at the start of the book that ‘those, on whom the iron gate had once

closed, were never suffered to return’ (Yale, XVI.10).

Considered as a series of failed designs for living, this is a gloomy road novel,

summed up by Imlac’s comment that, ‘Human life is every where a state in

which much is to be endured, and little to be enjoyed’ (Yale, XVI.50). At no

point in the story does any character derive consolation from a book. In fact,

nobody seems to read anything. Ever since it was published, there have been

readers who complain that Rasselas induces despair. If this were indeed the
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case, Johnson would have failed to answer his own primary requirement of

literature – that it must help us to live. But the tale is designed to challenge and

invigorate its audience. The prince and his friends spend most of their time

arguing, showing off, and revelling in new experiences. Although they never find

the solutions they seek, we are often told that they are ‘delighted’, ‘gratified’, or

‘pleased’ with their adventures (see e.g. Yale, XVI.60, 62, 76, 78, 117, 141, 154).

On balance, they seem to have enjoyed most of their education, however gloomy

its conclusions may have been. 

In fact, conclusions of any kind are the truly gloomy thing in this book, which

begins with a hero desperate to be on the move and avoids giving us any real

sense of an ending. Rasselas plays with and calls into question the classical

stereotype of the Choice of Hercules between Virtue and Pleasure (also known

as ‘Hercules at the Crossroads’), a topos which derives from Xenophon’s

Memorabilia. The image and theme were popular throughout the 18th century

(see e.g. Yale, XVI.51, n. 1; 182-4). In 1711, the third Earl of Shaftesbury

commissioned the Neapolitan painter Paolo de’ Matteis to paint a picture of

the subject; it was completed in 1712. Benjamin West’s painting of 1764, ‘The

Choice of Hercules between Virtue and Pleasure’, is more indebted to Poussin’s

1629 ‘The Choice of Hercules’ than to de’ Matteis, as is Joshua Reynolds’
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Paolo de’ Matteis, ‘The Choice of Hercules’ (1712)
© The Ashmolean Museum, University of Oxford
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Nicholas Poussin, ‘The Choice of Hercules’ (1629)
Stourhead, The Hoare Collection (The National Trust)

Benjamin West, ‘The Choice of Hercules between Virtue and Pleasure’ (1764)
Photo © Victoria and Albert Museum, London
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portrayal of Garrick between comedy and tragedy (smiling apologetically,

Garrick is led away by the former). Handel’s oratorio, ‘The Choice of Hercules’,

was first performed in 1751. 

Johnson’s original title for The History of Rasselas (as recorded in a letter to

William Strahan, the printer of the tale) was ‘The choice of Life or The History

of – Prince of Abissinia’ (Letters, I.178). This first title is itself structured in the

form of an unresolved choice and, in terms of that structure as well as in its

reference to ‘the choice of Life’, it calls attention to the relationship between

Rasselas and the classical analogue of Hercules. The phrase ‘choice of life’

comes up ten times in the tale and is sometimes italicized for emphasis (Yale,

XVI.51, 56 (twice), 63, 65, 67, 81, 111, 161, 175). Perhaps there is something

about writing in the middle decades of a century that makes people keen on the

mythical image and idea of a crossroads. In his book Seven Types of Ambiguity,

William Empson referred to the ‘symbol of the Cross’ as ‘at once an indecision

and a structure’, which is perhaps a good way to think about Rasselas.10 It is a

narrative structured on, and by, indecision. 
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Sir Joshua Reynolds, ‘David Garrick between Tragedy and Comedy’ (1760–61)
18th century copy after Sir Joshua Reynolds © Samuel Johnson Birthplace Museum
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Like Laurence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy – who begins to document his Life

and Opinions (1759–67) in the same year in which Rasselas appears, and who

repeatedly jokes about his inability to conform to a standard narrative model –

Johnson shows us that he finds ‘The Choice of Hercules’, as a template for what

happens in life, deficient. Towards the end of the book, ‘the choice of life’ is no

longer italicized, as if in recognition of the fact that, as Nekayah phrases it, ‘the

choice of life is become less important’ (Yale, XVI.175). Rasselas and his

companions have been portrayed considering many pairs of alternatives and

concluding that neither is desirable – as, for instance, in the prince’s debate with

Nekayah about when to marry (Yale, XVI.106–10). This is not to say that one

option is not usually revealed to be preferable, on balance, to the other, only

that the process of arriving at that preference is not exactly tantamount to the

discovery of happiness: famously, ‘Marriage has many pains, but celibacy has

no pleasures’ (Yale, XVI.99). Neither of these alternatives is exactly blissful, but

we emerge with a clear sense of which is the better of the two, as Rasselas points

out to his sister: ‘you have, even now, represented celibacy as less happy than

marriage. Both conditions may be bad, but they cannot both be worst’ (Yale,

XVI.104).

Although Rasselas (like many other quest narratives) seems to be about the

education of a prince, Johnson’s hero doesn’t make a great deal of progress.

Rasselas learns more, but as he does so he also retreats from the goal which he

has set himself: how to be happy. Life, as it turns out, does not consist of a series

of rational choices, nor is it a matter of advancing from ignorance to knowledge.

People don’t necessarily improve with age or experience. It is therefore fitting

that Rasselas is inconclusive, since it has rejected the either/or structure implied

by the Choice of Hercules. In the last chapter, three of the characters seem to

have plans for the future, but Imlac and the astronomer are ‘contented to be

driven along the stream of life without directing their course to any particular

port’ (Yale, XVI.176). So although Johnson’s Dictionary may define

‘HAPPINESS’ as a ‘state in which the desires are satisfied’, a desire satisfied

(including our own desire for a happy or tragic ending) seems, for this writer, to

be the prelude to misery, stagnation and death. Struggling, aspiring, asking

questions: these are pleasures in their own right, and Rasselas is, for that reason,

a strangely jaunty and energetic study of futility. It is a narrative, in other words,

of ‘pathetick briskness’.
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Wilfully inconclusive, and in ceaseless, dissatisfied pursuit of novelty: viewed in

this light, Rasselas begins to sound as if it has more in common with Tristram

Shandy than Johnson would have liked to admit. He famously dismissed

Tristram Shandy as too odd to last.11 He also noted in his diary that he tended

to write reluctantly, as well as quickly. Evidence of this may be found in the

opening sentence of Rasselas. Like the work as a whole, it seems resigned to

the fact that all human endeavour is fruitless while being impatient, nevertheless,

to get going:

Ye who listen with credulity to the whispers of fancy, and pursue with

eagerness the phantoms of hope; who expect that age will perform the

promises of youth, and that the deficiencies of the present day will be

supplied by the morrow; attend to the history of Rasselas prince of Abissinia.

(Yale, XVI.7)

Now, this does not seem to be a very engaging start. Johnson’s commanding

sentence might be understood as a rebuke to our imagination and our hope, as

the root causes of human discontent. Compare the inviting sigh with which

Sterne kicks off the first chapter of Tristram Shandy: ‘I wish either my father or

my mother, or indeed both of them, as they were in duty both equally bound to

it, had minded what they were about when they begot me…’12

Instead of an impersonal, oracular voice, someone of irresistible authority, telling

us how to behave, here is a first-person voice confessing to us, in an appealingly

bawdy context, that everything about him has already gone wrong. It suggests a

speaker, and an author, whose conceptions are ramshackle, ill-formed, destined

to miscarry. But are these two opening gambits really so different?

Johnson’s tone implies that those of us who believe in fairy tales are in for a

shock. And Sterne alerts us to the same thing. Both writers are going to contrast

human wishes with the real world. In a letter of 1758 to his young friend Bennet

Langton, Johnson wrote: ‘I know not any thing more pleasant or more

instructive than to compare experience with expectation, or to register from time

to time the difference between Idea and Reality. It is by this kind of observation

that we grow daily less liable to be disappointed’ (Letters, I.165). Such

comparison and observation shape every chapter of Rasselas, a book which

consists of repeated collisions between ideas and reality. If comparison and
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observation are (in Johnson’s mind) both pleasant and instructive, they are

presumably helping us both to enjoy life and to endure it. The process of

acquainting oneself with the world is not only painful, Johnson suggests.

Exploding a delusion may also be a process that is amusing, interesting, gratifying

or even flattering to oneself, and hence might signal the early stages of yet

another delusion. A good example of this occurs when Rasselas – disappointed

by a philosophical lecturer who fails, in private, to live up to the glamour of his

public performances – is said to be ‘convinced of the emptiness of rhetorical

sound, and the inefficacy of polished periods and studied sentences’ (Yale,

XVI.76). The careful alliterative patterning here shows that Rasselas does in fact

still like ‘rhetorical sound’ – his phrases are nothing if not polished and studied –

even if he feels let down by the man who has taught him to speak and think in

this way. However unhappy you are, there is a consolation, of sorts, in the ability

to produce a well-formulated expression of unhappiness. And however

convinced you might be that hope is useless, you will nevertheless continue to

hope. At the very end of Rasselas, by which time he is thoroughly convinced

that happiness is impossible, the prince is continuing to form schemes of

happiness for his future life (Yale, XVI.175–6). The book can therefore give us

no final word on the history of its protagonist, just as Tristram Shandy cannot

complete his autobiography.

Like Johnson and Boswell, Tristram views departures and farewells as rehearsals

for death:

Time wastes too fast: every letter I trace tells me with what rapidity Life

follows my pen; the days and hours of it, more precious, my dear Jenny! than

the rubies about thy neck, are flying over our heads like light clouds of a

windy day, never to return more – everything presses on – whilst thou art

twisting that lock, – see! It grows grey; and every time I kiss thy hand to bid

adieu, and every absence which follows it, are preludes to that eternal

separation which we are shortly to make… (p.494).

The spectre of mortality lends a sudden chill to the last volume’s abrupt ending

(is it meant to end there, or is it involuntarily broken off?). Yet the inexorable

passage of time and Tristram’s consciousness of waste, which can seem to be

working, in this extract at least, as a kind of appalling visual acceleration towards

the grave, also include within them a seemingly infinite number of potential
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deferrals. If we continually digress, we might stave off the end a little longer. If

Tristram is not conclusive, perhaps his life won’t ever conclude. There is

something original and unique to Sterne about this treatment of the relationship

between literature and eternity. 

It is not a matter of saying that the writer will live on in the monument that is his

works, but that if the writer refuses to complete his monument he will be unable

to die. Both claims involve a kind of fiction, and a kind of truth. People do not

really continue to live in their works, except in the sense that their names are

remembered and celebrated. No-one can really avoid death by insisting that his

book is not yet ready to stop. And yet, by slowing down the pace of the story so

that he cannot possibly finish, Sterne or Tristram dodges the finality of

conclusions and hopes to prolong his own existence. 

The consumptive Tristram wants to make his words endure, while realizing that

they may be his last. The life of the author is presented as strictly co-terminous

with the life of his book. When, in Volume III, Chapter 4, Tristram vows to do

something, ‘as long as I live or write’, he adds, by way of a parenthesis, ‘which

in my case means the same thing’ (p.127). So writing and living are made to feel

synonymous with one another throughout Tristram Shandy. The idea was not

a new one. Johnson, writing his final Idler (no. 103), talks of being ‘unwilling to

part’ with his audience, pointing out that, ‘There are few things not purely evil,

of which we can say, without some emotion of uneasiness, “this is the last”’, and

that a ‘secret horrour of the last’ is ‘inseparable from a thinking being whose life

is limited, and to whom death is dreadful’.13

Repeated postponement of the inevitable is the prime function of the Sternean

dash, the dash being as far as I know the one mark of punctuation which it is

impossible (until the late 18th century, at least) to use incorrectly.14 There is no

place in a line of writing which is not potentially hospitable to a dash, and

therefore to an extension of time, a delay in the execution of the sentence, in

which moments of pathos may be accumulated and cherished. Tristram strives

for and collects as many moments of rapt communication with his reader as he

can. Each dash is a gesture of inclusion which permits that reader to play out in

his or her own mind the consequences and associations of what has been said. 

There is very little by way of climax in Tristram Shandy. The negative side of
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this is that the book is shadowed by a fear of impotence, whose threat hangs

over all the Shandy males (including the bull). Things have a tendency to fall

on male genitalia in this book: a rock, and a hot chestnut, as well as the window.

‘Nothing was well hung in our family’ says Tristram, just before the sash comes

down slap, ‘like lightning’, and accidentally circumcises him (pp.299–300). The

positive side of that absence of climactic event is that the book is all about

interruption and flirtation, activities which stave off death – because death is

tantamount to completion. This sense of an endlessly postponed ending or

deferred climax presents a marked contrast to Henry Fielding’s virile, directed

novels, which end with every character being accorded what he or she deserves.

Sterne’s sense of an ending is more in tune with the open-door policy of

Johnson’s Rasselas, which rounds off with a ‘conclusion in which nothing is

concluded’ (Yale, XVI.175).

To go back to the beginning of Rasselas, there is actually nothing in Johnson’s

instruction to us to ‘attend’ to his story that suggests he will not proceed to

indulge the whispers of fancy and the phantoms of hope. Perhaps the book will,

in fact, cater to our desire to escape from the world. Johnson is not suggesting

that hope and imagination should be eliminated from our lives – that would, in

itself, be an example of vain hope, of the sort entertained by the philosophical

lecturer in Rasselas, who 

communicated the various precepts given from time to time for the conquest

of passion, and displayed the happiness of those who had obtained the

important victory, after which man is no longer the slave of fear, nor the fool

of hope; is no more emaciated by envy, inflamed by anger, emasculated by

tenderness, or depressed by grief; but walks on calmly through the tumults

or the privacies of life, as the sun persues alike his course through the calm

or the stormy sky. (Yale, XVI.72)

Imagination and hope, as Rasselas shows us, are not only regrettable weaknesses;

they are also necessary sources of consolation. As Johnson wrote in a letter of

1781 to Queeney Thrale,

To be without hope or fear, if it were possible would not be happiness; it is

better that life should struggle with obstructions than stagnate and putrefy.

Never be without something to wish, and something to do (Letters, III.377). 
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Johnson’s beginning must therefore promise to satisfy, as well as seek to warn

us, about our appetite for fiction, or readers might as well not continue. He was

himself an avid consumer and a stern critic of fiction (especially of romances),

recognizing in it a source of pleasure as well as a potentially dangerous form of

imaginative licence – one which might threaten the moral integrity or even the

sanity of the individual reader.15 So it is entirely characteristic that he should

begin Rasselas by stating that his intention is at once to entertain and to impose

limits on what we imagine. He encourages us to embark on his tale and to depart

from the Happy Valley with a sense of ‘pathetick briskness’ – perhaps akin to

the feeling with which he rode away from Lichfield, 274 years ago today.
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Following the piece in the 2010 Transactions by Julia Allen on

Johnson’s little known visit to Cambridge in 1765, it was thought

proper that hearty Johnsonians from Lichfield and beyond should

follow in his footsteps. Accordingly, on Saturday, 30 April, some

40 pilgrims left the City for a day planned, again by Julia, seeing

Cambridge and visiting two of the colleges that played host to

Johnson, Trinity and Emmanuel.

We disembarked in Queen’s Road and separated into two groups,

one led by Julia, the other by Brian Jenkins, former Head of

Special Collections at the University Library. While one group

headed for Emmanuel, the other stood in awe on the Backs to view

the customary sight of King’s College Chapel in all its perpendicular

splendour across the Cam. Dodging pre-examination cyclists

hastening to the University Library and tourists in no haste, we

viewed Clare Bridge and found ourselves outside the Tudor Gate

of Trinity, there to be greeted by Professor David McKitterick.  He

first pointed out the wooden chair leg which Henry VIII is holding

as his sceptre (as the result of an ancient student prank), before

moving into the Great Court with the Chapel and Master’s Lodge.

Here The Chariots of Fire race around the court as the clock struck

twelve was filmed. He also pointed out Prince Charles’s one-time

lodgings.

In Neville’s Court we reached the Wren Library, finished in 1695,

which Wren visited no more than three times during construction.

He charged no fee for his design because of his link with the
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Master, the Duke of Somerset. We marvelled at the huge pillars which support

the library and kept the rising river waters from the precious contents. In the

library we saw statues of George Byron, Isaac Newton and Francis Bacon, and

the finest Grinling Gibbons wood carvings of flowers, birds and leaves. We were

surprised to see the 1662 painting of Bishop Hackett of Lichfield, who was a

fellow in 1592. He left in his will sufficient money to build Bishop’s Hostel

(which we viewed), the rents from which were designated for the library.

Before leaving we had the opportunity to see a Shakespeare first folio edition

of 1623; a slick of Isaac Newton’s hair and his watch; a first edition of his

Principia of 1686; a copy of Boethius’ 10th century De Consolatione

Philosophiae; a Psalter of 1290; and a manuscript of Tennyson’s ‘Maud’, 1855.

The party then followed Johnson’s footsteps along King’s Parade – he to
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Grinling Gibbons carving, Wren Library, Trinity College, Cambridge
photo by Alan Eley,  Johnson Society;
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Peterhouse and we to the nearby Graduate Centre near the Mill for lunch.  He

may have ‘rolled or waddled’, we ambled; he may have been an ‘uncouth figure’,

but we seemed anonymous and were certainly not the ‘gazingstock’ of the

Cambridge streets on that day.

After lunch we walked up Pembroke and Downing Streets near where the

Professor of Chemistry once had his dangerous laboratory, to Emmanuel

College and the library for a Johnsonian exhibition arranged by Sarah Bendall,

Fellow Librarian and Archivist. We saw engraved portraits of Johnson and

Boswell together with editions of the Dictionary, The Rambler, Boswell’s Life

and the Tour of the Hebrides – and books associated with Baptist Noel Turner,

the young Fellow responsible for arranging Johnson’s visit, and Richard Farmer,

the Shakespeare scholar and later Master of the College whom Johnson had

come to consult about his forthcoming edition of Shakespeare.

The party then dispersed around Cambridge to find locations for tea; the

majority re-assembling at King’s College to join the throng for an impressive

Evensong, whilst glancing sidelong at the Reuben’s ‘Adoration of the Magi’, its

splendour dominating the east end of the chapel.

Thanks to SJ and all those we met in Cambridge we returned to Lichfield ‘with

very pleasing recollections’.
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The following talk, slightly amended for publication, was

given at the AGM of the Johnson Society of Lichfield on

23 March 2011.

Introduction

My spiritual home is St Chad’s Church or Stowe Church – it being

in the area known as Stowe and next to Stowe Pool. For years I

have read the memorials which adorn the walls of the church. Who

were these people? What did they do to deserve this recognition?

Why were they there? In this roundabout way, I have come to

research local history, and begun to appreciate Samuel Johnson,

his life and times.

I began by looking at two memorials and monumental inscriptions,

which had intrigued me for a long time. One was Catherine

Chambers – ‘the faithful servant’. ‘She buried my father and my

brother and my mother.’ But why is it dated 1910?  The other was

for Lucy Porter. Who were they? Were they connected?

And so it was that I learned about these two Johnsonian women:

Catherine Chambers, who was indeed the Johnsons’ faithful

servant, and Lucy Porter, the step-daughter of Samuel himself.

Johnson married Lucy’s mother, Elizabeth Porter, whose maiden

name was Jervis or Jarvis. She was the widow of Harry or Henry

Porter of Birmingham.
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Johnson wrote, ‘A man, Sir, must keep his friendship in constant repair.’ He

certainly kept in touch with these two women. They were one of the permanent

fixtures in his life.  Most of our knowledge of these two women is based on what

others have said about them. In Lucy’s case, she regularly corresponded with

Samuel, but only one letter survives. Johnson’s writing provides an insight into

who they both were and their relationships and the time in which they lived. 

Catherine, or Kitty, Chambers (1708–1767)

With Catherine, or Kitty as Samuel called her, there is no personal written

evidence, yet he writes about her in an affectionate way, shows his appreciation

for her and a deep loving concern for her welfare. There are no recorded letters

to or from her, but he does ask that ‘Kitty write to him’. She was literate, and

could sign her name and read. It is believed that Johnson sent her a copy of

Rasselas, Prince of Abissinia, the only novel that he wrote.
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So who was she? It is thought that Kitty was a distant relative of Sarah Johnson’s,

Samuel’s mother. Sarah’s maiden name was Ford. Samuel Ford, Sarah’s brother,

married Jane Chambers and it is possible that Kitty came from this family. Kitty

arrived at the Johnson household when she was about 15 in 1724, having been

born in 1708. This made her roughly the same age as Samuel. Where did she

learn to read and write? Was she literate before she arrived or did she learn

from having so many books around her? No one knows. She was more than a

servant. She came to be a companion to Sarah, to help with the household tasks

to free Sarah for the shop, and to keep house. Later she even served in the shop

and ran the business. She kept house through all the Johnsons’ difficulties:  the

melancholia of Michael Johnson, Samuel’s father, who died in 1731; the troubles

with Nathaniel, Samuel’s younger brother, and Nat’s early death in 1739; and

finally, Sarah Johnson’s aging, declining health and eventual death in 1759. 

Kitty eventually shared the house with Lucy and they became fond of each other

and were buried close to each other in Stowe Church. Kitty bequeathed her

estate to Lucy in 1767 on her death – everything except for a few pounds that

went to some relatives. 

Evidence that Kitty could sign her name, and in a neat rounded hand too, can

be seen on an indenture that mortgaged the Johnson house and bookshop to

Theophilus Levett in June 1757 for £80 to raise some money to enable Samuel’s

wife, Tetty, to get treatment for an injury she had sustained.

Samuel was mindful of Kitty and her welfare, and I have chosen just a few quotes

from his letters as examples. He worried about both Kitty and Lucy, especially

after his mother’s death in 1759, and reassured them both that they had a home:

23 January 1759

Write to me and comfort me, dear child, I shall be glad likewise if Kitty will

write to me.

27 January 1759

I should think it best that you staid in the house and that Kitty carried on the

trade. She has been very good and is my old friend.

6 February 1759

If you and Kitty will keep the house, I think I shall like it best. Kitty may carry
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on the trade for herself, keeping her own stock apart, and laying aside any

money that she receives for any goods which her dear mistress has left

behind.

I shall not want to put her out of a house where she has lived so long and

with so much virtue.

I am sorry that she is ill and earnestly hope that she will soon recover; let

her know that I have the highest value for her and would do anything for her

advantage.

But I think the most endearing and touching piece of writing from Johnson’s

pen came when, in 1767, Kitty, his dear old friend, was dying. She had been ill

for some time. He was so concerned, he even wrote to his good friend and

physician, Dr Lawrence in London, quoting details of her illness and its

symptoms. His diary describes his final visit to Kitty, prior to her death in

November 1767 and before he had to return to London: 

17 August 1767

I am now about to receive with my old friend Kitty Chambers the sacrament

preparatory to her death.

Grant O God that it may fit me, I purpose temperance for my resolution. O

God enable me to keep my purpose to thy glory. 

5.32 pm I have communicated with Kitty and kissed her. I was for sometime

distracted but at last more composed. I commended my friends and Kitty,

Lucy and I were much affected. Kitty is I think, going to Heaven.

18 October 1767 

Yesterday October 17th at about ten in the morning I took my leave for ever

of my dear old friend Catherine Chambers who came to live with my mother

about 1724 and has been but little parted from us since. She buried my father

my Brother and my Mother. She is now 58 years old. I desired all to

withdraw then told her that we were to part for ever that as Christians we

should part with prayer, and that I would if she was willing say a short prayer

beside her. She expressed great desire to hear me, and held up her poor

hands as she lay in bed with great fervour while I prayed kneeling by her

nearly in the following words. 

Almighty and most merciful Father whose loving kindness is over all thy
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works behold visit and revere this thy servant who is grieved and with

sickness. Grant that the sense of her weakness may add strength to her faith

and seriousness to her Repentance. And grant that by the help of thy Holy

Spirit after the pains and labours of this short life we may all obtain everlasting

happiness through Jesus Christ our Lord for whose sake hear our prayers

Amen. (Our Father…)

Catherine was buried in St Chad’s on 7 November 1767 in the chancel.

Although the memorial inscription says she was 59, she was, in fact, 58.

Lucy Porter (1715–1785)

Evidence for Lucy Porter’s life comes from letters written by Samuel to her, the

one sole letter that survives to him from her, anecdotes that Lucy related to

other people, and what others have said about her. 

Lucy’s mother was Samuel’s wife Elizabeth, or Tetty, as he called her. Elizabeth

was born Elizabeth Jarvis or Jervis – the Jarvis family being a propertied and

respectable Leicestershire family, far more genteel than the Porters she married

into. Harry or Henry Porter was a merchant draper or clothier of Birmingham.

They married around 1714, and it is thought they had a shop on the High Street

or Bull Street.

It is not recorded when Lucy was born, but she was baptised in 1715 at St

Martin’s Church, Birmingham. Lucy had two younger brothers, Jervis Henry,

baptised 1717, and Joseph, who was baptised c.1723. I was unable to find his

baptism record.       

Lucy already had connections with Lichfield, as her Aunt Hunter, sister of her

father, already lived in the city, having married Revd John Hunter of Lichfield.

So she could have met Samuel before his marriage to her mother.

Harry and Elizabeth Porter joined the circle of Johnsonian acquaintances in

Birmingham, after being formally introduced by Samuel’s school friend

Edmund Hector, who bought his clothes from the Porters’ shop. Lucy’s father

unfortunately died, insolvent, in 1734 aged only 43, and Samuel wooed the

‘widow Porter’ in Birmingham, which eventually led to their marriage in 1735.
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It was an unlikely match, as Johnson was about 25, and Tetty 46.

Lucy’s account to Boswell is the only description we have of Samuel in his 20s

and her mother’s first impression of him:

Miss Porter told me that when he was first introduced to her mother, his

appearance was very forbidding; he was then lean and lank, so that his

immense structure of bones was hideously striking to the eye, and the scars

of the scrofula were deeply visible. He also wore his hair, which was straight

and stiff, and separated behind: and he often had convulsive starts and odd

gesticulations, which tended to excite at once surprise and ridicule. Mrs

Porter was so much engaged by his conversation that she overlooked all these

external disadvantages and said to her daughter, ‘This is the most sensible

man I ever saw in my life.’

Neither the Porter nor the Johnson family was enthusiastic about their marriage,

and Lucy insisted to Boswell that: ‘the Birmingham people could not bear Mr

Johnson. She did not say why.’ Lucy knew how to keep details close to her chest. 

Lucy did accept the marriage, but Jervis Henry never accepted it. He became a

captain in the Royal Navy, and never saw his mother again. Joseph initially was

unhappy about it, but later conceded a little, to the point where Samuel actually

sent him a book of sermons. Joseph was engaged to Sarah Seward, sister to

Anna; unfortunately this ended in tragedy, due to Sarah’s premature death.

Anna Seward and Lucy moved in each other’s circles, but there was little love

lost between them, being poles apart in personality and background.

What happened to Lucy immediately after the marriage is not known, but it is

likely that she accompanied her mother and step-father to the ‘boarding school

for gentlemen’ at Edial. At its failure, Samuel went off to London to seek his

fortune as a writer, leaving Tetty and Lucy behind. On his return, some months

later, he took Tetty back to London with him. Lucy, according to Boswell, ‘went

to live in the country’. It is unclear whether this meant Lucy joining Sarah

Johnson and Kitty at the bookshop at that time, but it is known that Lucy

eventually made her home there for some 30 years, and it is possible that this

was a relief to Samuel knowing his mother and Kitty had additional support.

Anna Seward wrote of Lucy that she: 
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…kept the best company of our little city but would make no engagement on

market days lest Granny, as she called Mrs Johnson, should catch cold by

serving in the shop. There Lucy  took her place standing behind the counter

nor thought it a disgrace to thank a poor person who purchased from her a

penny battledore.

A penny battledore was a wooden board shaped like a shuttlecock racquet,

which could be bought with the alphabet and numbers on it – like a horn book –

for children to learn their letters.

Around 1766, Lucy had Redcourt, her own house, built for her in the city, in

what is now Tamworth Street.

Lucy was bequeathed £500 from her uncle Joseph Porter, and in 1763 she

inherited, on the death of her brother Jervis, the naval captain, the vast amount

of £10,000, becoming a woman of substantial wealth. She used this to build a

stylish house of red brick, with iron railings at the front, in an elevated position

with a garden at the back.

It was fashionable to be sociable, to take tea, and to be seen as having ‘great

taste’ and ‘neatness’. Lucy had her own circle of friends, which included Mary

Hammond Cobb, Felicia Hammond Adey and her daughter, and Mary Vyse

who visited. They would chat and share opinions. Lucy was a ‘provincial

Lichfeldian spinster’, and Samuel would stay with her, if he was visiting on his

own. He said, ‘she saved her best gooseberries upon the tree for me.’                                           

Samuel’s relationship with Lucy varied. His letters to Lucy could be affectionate,

forthright, compassionate, even pitiful. She was, after all, his connection with

his past. To others he was blunt and frank about her. ‘Fits of tenderness are not

common with Miss Lucy,’ he wrote to Mrs Thrale. He described her as ‘a little

discoloured by hoary virginity’.

In 1776, Boswell said ‘he introduced me to Mrs Porter his step-daughter. She

was now an old maid with much simplicity of manner. She reverenced him, and

he had a parental tenderness for her’.

He sent her items, advised her on her finances, and even thought about her

when in Paris in 1775, where he bought her a little silver box, costing 24 livres,

which he converted to £2.12s.6d. He told her the exciting news of his life
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pension from the King, and told her not to worry about a possible Spanish and

French invasion, or rumours that he was dead – they had trouble with the press

in those days!

He valued her opinion, and she in turn was polite, honest, but not always

endearing in return. She had the true measure of him, and was unafraid to speak

her mind.

Two small items in their correspondence concern Lucy’s love of oysters. She

must have mentioned in a letter that she had none. Samuel sent her oysters by

the barrel load – small barrels, I hope. For in February 1778 he writes: 

When you complained for want of oysters, I ordered you a barrel weekly

for a month. You sent me word sooner than you had enough, but I did not

countermand the rest. If you could not eat them, you could give them away.

When you want anything send me word.

I have visions of these barrels of oysters arriving at Redcourt with uncommon

frequency, and Lucy writing back, telling him, ‘No more please!’

Joseph Nollekens was a celebrated sculptor of the rich and famous.  In

November 1777, Samuel wrote to Lucy:

Mr Nollekens the statuary has had my direction to send you a cast of my

head. I will pay the carriage when we meet. Let me know how you like it and

what the ladies of your rout say to it. I have heard different opinions. I cannot

think where you can put it. 

Unfortunately, we do not have Lucy’s reply, but we can imagine the content by

Samuel’s letter of February 1778:

You judged rightly in thinking that the Bust would not please. It is

condemned by Mrs Thrale, Mrs Reynolds and Mrs Garrick so your

disapprobation is not singular.

These things have never cost me anything so that I do not much know the price.

Samuel also commented, ‘I think my friend Joe Nollekens can chop out a head

with any of them.’ 

This brings me to the only letter that survives from Lucy, as Johnson, before
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his death, burned much of his private correspondence. It is dated 15 April 1780

and is in reply to Samuel’s letter of 8 April the same year. He is 70 and she is

about 64. He has written that he is a sluggish correspondent, about more oysters,

and his own improved health. He comments that he has sent her brother Joseph

some sermons, and that the health of Mr Thrale, who had had a stroke, is

sufficient to allow him to go to Bath. He tells her he sent her a ‘little stuff gown’

chosen by the Thrales, and asks that she give his regards to Mr Pearson (the

perpetual curate of St Michael’s and a close friend of Lucy’s). He talks about

his own health again, saying that he has put himself on a diet, and signs off

hoping to see her soon.

This is the reply: 

Sir, I received your letter on Monday last, as you say you are but a very

sluggish correspondent. I shou’d write more frequently, but that it proceeds

from inability. I am now very poorly and all over pain. It gives me great

pleasure to hear your health is so much better, you have my prayers for a

continuance of it. You are very kind in sending my brother such a quantity

of sermons, I hope he will make a good use of them. He tells me he goes on

very prosperously in his business. Some time ago I received a stuff gown,

but not any letter, or note with it, I guess’d it might come from you, therefore

ventured to make it up, and return a great many thanks for it, and am much

obliged, that you shou’d think of me in the fashionable way. They have been

worn at this place great part of the winter, I am not at all fond of stuffs, but

that you sent me is by far the pretty’st I have seen, I have been a visiting in

my new gown, and it was much admired by the connoisseurs in dress. I am

very glad to hear Mr Thrale is better, I hope he will get quite well, but I think

his case very alarming. I beg my compliments to Mrs Thrale, particularly to

Miss Thrale, with thanks for buying my gown, tell her I think she has elegant

tast. I want to know if she bought it in London, if she did, the carrior has

cheat’d me in the carriage, for he made me pay two shillings and two pence

by the Chester coach. And I do not like to be cheat’d, if the sum be ever so

small. As I remember you had a little silver half pint cup, I wish you wou’d

give it me, or lend it me, for I always drink my beer and ale warm, and break

all the cups I come near, I just now broke a very fine china half pint. If you

have a convenient opportunity of sending it do, otherwise I shall be obliged
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if you will bring it with you, when you come to Lichfield. Mr Pearson sends

his best respects to you, and wishes you health, and life as long as will be

agreeable to your self. Cobb, and Adey, say there are bodys that care for you,

they both send compliments, and joyn with me, in hopeing to see you quite

well, sometime this summer. I shall be glad to hear from you soon,

and am Sir

your obliged

humble Servant

Lucy Porter

Lichfield April the 15th 1780

Lucy is forthright, not liking to be charged for the carriage for the ‘stuff’ – the

worsted fabric gown Samuel had sent. She is grateful, but asks that he send her

his silver mug so that she could have her ale warm. Did she get it? 

As they both got older, the letters contained more of their ailments – and they

were more accepting of each other. Lucy herself had difficulty with writing,

having gout in her hand. She was losing her hearing and her eyesight was

impaired. She relied heavily on John Batteridge Pearson, who became her

‘domestic chaplain’ and sole friend.

In October 1781, Samuel writes that Lucy is ‘deafer’ and ‘very inarticulate’:

‘I can scarcely make her understand me and she can hardly make me

understand her. So there are merry doings.’

Johnson had made a will leaving nothing to Lucy, which offended her. But on

the other hand, Lucy had left nothing in her will for him.  Francis Barber,

Samuel’s faithful servant, offered Lucy her mother’s wedding ring, which Samuel

had treasured. She declined it. Frank had it enamelled and gave it to his wife in

honour of Johnson.

Redcourt was left to John Batteridge Pearson as a life estate only, which would

then pass to the Revd Henry White, who was also left Lucy’s best diamond ring

given to her by her brother Jervis.

Lucy survived Samuel by thirteen months. She died 13 January 1786, aged 70.
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Her will stated:

I hereby nominate the said John Batteridge Pearson to be my executor, and direct my body

shall be put in a leaden coffin and interred in the vault which I made some time since in

Stowe Church Lichfield under or near the tombstone of Catherine Chambers.

Conclusion

Why is Catherine Chambers’ memorial dated 1910?

The Staffordshire Advertiser of 1910 contains an account of recent investigations linked to

the Johnson bi-centennial celebrations. Catherine died 3 November 1767, and was buried

four days later, but no memorial or stone was evident. On the other hand, Lucy Porter’s

memorial was substantial: a sarcophagus surmounted by an urn.

At the bi-centennial celebrations of 1909 it was resolved to supply the omission of a plaque

for Catherine Chambers. The Revd Wilfred Fuller, rector of St Chad’s, made an effort to

locate the tombs. Seats and flooring on the south side of the chancel were removed and, ‘there

exposed to view close by the chancel wall was the tombstone of the step-daughter, fresh and

clear’.

Wilfred Fuller called members of the Birthplace Committee and arrangements were made to

obtain a rubbing of the inscription. This was done by Dennis Wood, the son of Mr W. A.
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Her will stated:

I hereby nominate the said John Batteridge Pearson to be my executor, and

direct my body shall be put in a leaden coffin and interred in the vault which

I made some time since in Stowe Church Lichfield under or near the

tombstone of Catherine Chambers.

Conclusion

Why is Catherine Chambers’ memorial dated 1910?

The Staffordshire Advertiser of 1910 contains an account of recent investigations

linked to the Johnson bi-centennial celebrations. Catherine died 3 November

1767, and was buried four days later, but no memorial or stone was evident.

On the other hand, Lucy Porter’s memorial was substantial: a sarcophagus

surmounted by an urn.

At the bi-centennial celebrations of 1909 it was resolved to supply the omission

of a plaque for Catherine Chambers. The Revd Wilfred Fuller, rector of St

Chad’s, made an effort to locate the tombs. Seats and flooring on the south side

of the chancel were removed and, ‘there exposed to view close by the chancel

wall was the tombstone of the step-daughter, fresh and clear’.

Wilfred Fuller called members of the Birthplace Committee and arrangements

were made to obtain a rubbing of the inscription. This was done by Dennis

Wood, the son of Mr W. A. Wood, chairman of the Birthplace Committee.

On further investigation they found the tombstone of Catherine Chambers

hidden under the stone flooring in the centre of the chancel.

It was decided to clean up and repair any damage to the tombstones. This was

done by Robert Bridgman who had to ‘raise them to the necessary level under

the choir stalls for the public to see’. Both tombstones were of slate with a similar

border – that of Lucy’s was massive, of superior quality and ‘fresh as the day it

had been laid down’. Catherine’s was decayed and worn down, possibly due to

the wear of feet.
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The inscriptions were:

Bridgman repaired them, and Catherine’s tombstone was moved closer to the

chancel wall as it was so fragile.

Bridgman & Son prepared the oval tablet which included part of Johnson’s

touching entry in his diary about his farewell to Catherine. The Mayor, Godfrey

Benson, presented the tablet to the Rector.

On Sunday, 18 September 1910, a memorial service was held in the morning.
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Lucy Porter Memorial in St Chad’s Church, Lichfield

To the memory of Catherine Chambers

Spinster who died Nov 3rd 1767

Aged 59

LUCY PORTER

Died the 13th of January 1786

Aged 70
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News

from the

Birthplace

JOANNE

WILSON This year at the Birthplace began with the welcome news that the

Museum received over 14,000 visitors during 2010, indicating that

the events of the tercentenary year may well have achieved their

goal of raising awareness of Johnson and the Museum in the city

and beyond. An equal number of visitors have continued to enjoy

the Birthplace throughout 2011. Museum staff have also welcomed

a good number of groups for tours, ranging from reading groups

to archaeological societies and the Alliance of Literary Societies

members in May, as well as going out to speak to hundreds of

members of societies and clubs across the West Midlands.

The focus of much of the work of the Birthplace this year has been

The Mayor and Corporation assembled in the Guildhall, laid a wreath on the

Johnson monument and attended a service in civic state. Wilfred Fuller

officiated with Canon Hobhouse who preached the sermon. The service

opened with, ‘Oh God Our Help in Ages Past’. Sir Robert White Thomson

KCB, the first president, and members of the newly formed Johnson Society

with Mr W. A. Wood, the Chairman, and members of the Johnson Birthplace

Committee were amongst those present.

Caroline Haycock is a retired primary school teacher who was born, bred and

educated in Lichfield. She is a member of the worshipping community of St

Chad’s and has a keen interest in local history. Her original work on the two

Johnsonian women was initiated by her desire to research the memorials in St

Chad’s known to her since her childhood.
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on revitalising what we can offer to school groups in particular. In October 2010

we made a successful application for a ‘Learning Links’ grant which has enabled

us to work with staff at Chadsmead primary school, combining our knowledge

with the teachers’ expertise to develop together a curriculum-relevant and

appealing package of literacy and history activities for primary groups. Museum

staff were able to spend time in the classroom and trial ideas with the pupils,

including letter printing and bookbinding activities, and the classes visited the

Museum to test and review the new scheme. This was an invaluable partnership

and it is hoped that the resulting new package will be offered out to all local

schools over the coming year. 

As in previous years the Birthplace Museum continues to run a varied events

programme, including family activities, Christmas evenings, and involvement in

other city-wide events such as Oxfam’s ‘Bookfest’. The programme was joined

this year by two temporary displays. The first, in spring, formed part of the In

Our Hands project led by local artist Stewart Derry. Stewart worked with

community groups of all ages to write stories based on their favourite objects.

These objects were then displayed at the Museum alongside items from the

Birthplace collection which have their own associated stories from Johnson’s

life, such as his shoe buckles. This innovative project introduced Johnson and

the Museum to new audiences in the city. The display was followed by the main

event of the last 12 months: The Letters of Lichfield: Treasures from the

Birthplace Manuscript Collection, which can be read about in full elsewhere in

this issue of Transactions. The display was warmly received by visitors and was

a very welcome opportunity to display items from the stored collections, as well

as thanking the Swinfen Broun Charitable Trust for their support of the

Museum over the years. 

Johnson’s birthday, always our busiest event, was this year themed around

sporting pastimes, linking in with the city’s heritage weekend which looked

towards the 2012 Olympics. Activities in the house explored sports that are

included in the Dictionary, and the contemporary fascination with experiments

in ballooning. 

The collection, in particular the library, continues to grow with donations from

authors and publishers throughout the year. In particular we were very grateful

to receive the three most recent volumes of the Yale Edition of the Works of
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Johnson: The Lives of the Poets, donated by forthcoming society President

Professor John Chapple, who edited the ‘Life of Dryden’ in volume XXI.

Another interesting donation was a good impression of Lumb Stock’s 1880

engraving after Ward of Johnson awaiting an audience from Lord Chesterfield

from Society member Bob Champ, which supersedes copies in poorer

condition that we already hold. As well as the donations to the collection,

Society members from around the country continue to give Johnson books for

sale in the Museum shop and help support our care of the building and our

activities. The same can be said of our new donations box, designed in

collaboration with students from South Staffordshire College and inspired by

Johnson’s Dictionary. The stand has seen a 25% rise in giving from visitors

since it was put in place in March.

As well as items coming into the collection, items have also left on loan. This

year, the Birthplace made arrangements to lend a small collection of items to

Redfern’s Cottage: the Museum of Uttoxeter Life, furthering the already well-

established links that Johnson’s birthplace has with the Staffordshire town. The

loans include a cup and saucer from Johnson’s tea service, an edition of the

Dictionary, a drawing of Johnson’s penance spot by the museum’s namesake,

Francis Redfern, and two 19th century Staffordshire agricultural smocks: an

insight into the diversity of some of the stored collections that we care for at

the Birthplace.

Much of the work with the collection that goes on behind the scenes at the

Museum is undertaken by a loyal team of excellent volunteers, and this year

an enthusiastic group of 10 regularly gave up their time and expertise to help

the Museum. The warm welcome that you receive in the Bookshop is,

however, the responsibility of our four attendants, and in August we were

delighted to welcome Janet Hill-Gibbs to the team, but sorry to say farewell to

Ruth Sindrey. Ruth worked at the Birthplace for many years in her two spells

as an attendant, originally working with Dr Nicholls and joining the Museum

again in 2002.

AN EVENING TO REMEMBER

57
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An Evening to Remember
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This was an evening of anecdotes, witty conversation and a host

of characters.

Those who accepted the invitation to Take a Dish of Tea with Dr

Johnson in Lichfield’s Garrick Theatre Studio one evening in

March 2011 found it a stimulating brew of domestic, political and

philosophical 18th century society.

Three actors played all the parts. Ian Bedford, as Johnson himself,

brought out the full range of Samuel’s personality, in turns

truculent, generous, amusing and argumentative.  Russell Barr

played nine characters, using a scarf to transform himself from

Boswell, Goldsmith or George III into Hester Thrale or Anna

Williams. Katie, a Jack Russell terrier, was Hodge, the cat, patiently

putting up with what seemed the forgetfulness of her fellow actors

to keep her provided with water, although she clearly enjoyed a

dish of mashed fish.

The director, Max Stafford-Clark, and the actors had adapted the

script from Boswell’s Life and The Journal of a Tour to the

Hebrides. All three are members of the Out of Joint Theatre

Company.

Their visit to Lichfield was one stop on their countrywide tour to

24 different venues, which included the Johnson House in London

where they also received an enthusiastic reception and a good

Guardian review.                                               
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For the first time one of Lichfield’s secondary schools has a

performance space named after Samuel Johnson. It is a multi-

purpose area in Netherstowe School which can be used for music

and drama productions staged by the school and by members of

the local community.

The new large flat performance area was obtained by digging out

350 tons of concrete during the summer of 2010. A new lighting

bar has been installed, a new entrance gives direct access from the

outside, and it is hoped that in the future, the project will be

completed by the installation of retractable seating.

The Society’s Chairman, Peter Barrett, spoke about Samuel

Johnson at the opening ceremony in July, when students

performed extracts from Johnson and the Boundless Chaos by

David Titley, who also directed the performance along with two

members of the school’s staff.

It is hoped that the Society’s membership will be able to support,

and even initiate, Johnson-related activities in this welcome new

facility. 

RECENT DEATHS
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Robert Robinson, President, 1981

Robert Robinson was a broadcaster, writer and quizmaster, especially

known for his dominant chairmanship of Brain of Britain, Call My

Bluff and Stop the Week. He died on 12 August 2011 after a long

period of ill health. A grammar school boy with a bookish father, he

was a combative conversationalist who always argued eruditely and

was often labelled egotistical and domineering. It is said that he would

have liked to be Samuel Johnson and lived in a time warp, often

imitating Johnson’s speech with ‘Sir’ and ‘would that it were’.

On the morning of Saturday, 14 December 1984 (after the House

of Commons banquet of the previous evening commemorating the

bi-centenary of Johnson’s death), he memorably unveiled a London

blue plaque above Tom Davies’ bookshop at 8 Russell Street,

Covent Garden to mark the introduction of Boswell to Johnson on

16 May 1763.

Robert Robinson was critical of the ephemeral nature of the media

by which he made his living and remarked that the ‘magic rectangle’

turned him into no-one. In his presidential address, Johnson and the

Particular Ear, he argued that Johnson always addressed the

individual, whereas ‘ever since communication became an industry

...conversation dwindled into something people listed as an interest,

along with stamp-collecting or keeping ferrets’.

This Society was fortunate to have embraced such a Johnsonian

figure as its President.

Bob White
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Marcel Le Pape

Marcel Le Pape (1914–2011) worked in the legal department of Shell Française.

He was a Breton and, like many of his countrymen, had the sea in his

veins.  Each summer he would go on a long cruise with his sailing club; and the

year when this was to take him to the Hebrides, I suggested Johnson and Boswell

should go with him as guides and companions. He returned vowing he would

translate their accounts into French when he retired; and in 1991 Johnson et

Boswell, Voyage dans les Hébrides was published to acclaim by La Différence

(Paris).  Marcel came to London for the bicentenary celebrations in 1984 when

he joined the Society, becoming its first and only French member. 

Julia Allen
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Grinling Gibbons carving, Wren Library, Trinity College, Cambridge
photo by Alan Eley,  Johnson Society;

by kind permission of the Master and Fellows of Trinity College, Cambridge
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The Letters of Lichfield exhibition took place at the Birthplace

Museum from 27 May to 17 July 2011, opening on the 110th

anniversary of the day that the Museum first opened its doors to

the public. The display showcased the complete Swinfen Broun

Collection, which last appeared in this publication in an article by

Dr Nicholls to mark its arrival in 1975. The fascinating manuscripts

and books were purchased for the city by the Swinfen Broun

Charitable Trust from a private collector in Four Oaks, and

deposited on ‘indefinite loan’ to the Birthplace. The Trust decided

to transfer ownership of the collection in 2006, and the process was

finalised in 2010 as part of the Museum’s preparations for

Accreditation. The display this year was the first time that the entire

collection has been displayed together since the purchase, and was

arranged in order to thank the Swinfen Broun Charitable Trust for

their generosity.

The Swinfen Broun collection includes 25 manuscript items, a

bound volume of political and medical tracts belonging to Richard

Greene, proprietor of the Lichfield Museum, three books and a

handbill advertising Greene’s establishment. The exhibition

grouped items into the four main letter writers represented in the

collection: Richard Greene, Anna Seward, Thomas Christie and

Samuel Johnson. With the exception of the Johnson letters, all of

our writers were corresponding with John Nichols, editor of the

Gentleman’s Magazine. Nichols came from a family of printers,
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and his literary achievements included editing the Domesday Book in 1783,

and publishing his History and Antiquities of the County of Leicester in eight

parts from 1795. He became involved with the magazine as printer from 1778,

with increasing editorial input from 1780, before taking over the publication

sometime before 1792. Nichols kept the letters that he received from his well-

known acquaintances, many of which formed the basis of his series of Literary

Anecdotes published 1812–1815. The majority of the items in the Swinfen

Broun collection were included in this publication, and many bear Nichols’s

editing marks: the Thomas Christie letters included comments that were critical

of the magazine, but were edited out in the published versions. The Nichols

archive was dispersed by the family through a number of auctions in the early

20th century, and it is indeed believed that the previous owner of the Swinfen

Broun letters purchased his collection at auction.

The exhibition opened with an overview of letter writing and posting in the 18th

century, specifically in terms of what letters can tell us about the ways in which

the postal system was used. Following a series of reforms throughout the later

half of the 18th century, England’s postal system was transformed from a

corrupt, expensive and bureaucratic system into a modern, high-speed service

of networked roads and fast carriages. Postage was charged by the sheet, and by

the end of the century cost between three to eight pence per sheet depending

on the distance carried. Clever letter writers knew how to keep their costs down.

For example, Anna Seward adds notes at the end of her letters to John Nichols,

one reading: ‘as you live so near I take the liberty of enclosing a letter to North’s

warehouse’. Another says: ‘have the goodness to put the enclosed in the next

penny post’. The penny post was available to those within London only and

made cheap, regular deliveries across the city throughout the day. A number of

Thomas Christie’s letters to Nichols are only marked with the time of day rather

than a date, indicating that he was using this service.

What is remarkable about the Swinfen Broun collection is the insight that the

letters provide into the contribution that Lichfield was making to such a

significant London-based publication. Richard Greene, a keen antiquary, writes

to Nichols in March 1785 to inform him that an item included in the last number

of the magazine is held in his collection, and that he will provide Nichols with a

drawing. He also makes arrangements for a local artist, Charles Stringer, to
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John Nichols (engraving by Cook after Towne, c.1782)
© The Trustees of the British Museum
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provide illustrations for engravings in later numbers. The benefits of the

correspondence were reciprocal: at Greene’s request, Nichols sends engravings

to display in the museum, and along with Henry White, the cousin of Anna

Seward, assists Greene with negotiating the acquisition of a portrait of the

scientist and instrument maker Benjamin White. The negotiations were

successful, as the portrait is included as an appendix in Greene’s revised 1786

catalogue of his collection.

Anna Seward’s letters to Nichols equally provide an insight into her

contributions to the magazine, but also her literary circle in Lichfield and the

relationship between writer and printer. They also portray a firm friendship

between them, with Anna making references to Nichols’s visits to the city, with

comments providing glimpses into life in the Cathedral Close (‘we wished for
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you to have joined our little breakfast parties’), but also a relationship of

professional support. In a letter from 1786 Anna refers to Nichols covering the

costs of the printing of a pamphlet in defence of her Louisa. Their friendship

does not however prevent Anna from dealing with Nichols in a curt professional

manner, and many of her letters in the collection refer to correcting errors of

the press: revealing a confident author with a keen eye for detail. On the

publication of her poem, ‘A Dying Cat’s Soliloque’, she angrily points to ‘…a

most flagrant [error], which rendered errant nonsense the lines it disgraces’. On

another occasion she reveals her dismay at the unfavourable review that her

work ‘An Ode to General Eliot’ received in the magazine in 1788, an offense

which she still recalls in another letter, eight years on. Her letters also show her

involvement with other writers, acting on behalf of others who have submitted

to the magazine, and sending corrections following press errors included in a

work by fellow poet and friend William Hayley.

One of the Anna Seward items in the collection is a 19th century copy of her

original letter referring to James Boswell having sent a copy of his Tour to the

Hebrides. The Birthplace Collection already held this very presentation copy,

and the items were displayed together. Anna’s marginalia in the copy includes

criticism across subjects such as poetry and politics. When Johnson favours

Cowley over Pope after hearing the latter complimented, Anna replies: ‘what a

caustic was the praise of another man to the mind of Dr Johnson’; on politics,

following Johnson’s infamous argument with Boswell’s father in the library of

their family home: ‘O fy Mr Boswell! — however you might excuse, I little

thought of seeing you publicly adopt the presumption of your friend…’. Anna’s

most lengthy passage is however in defense of David Garrick, who Boswell

reports Johnson accusing of not possessing the power to illustrate Shakespeare.

Her tirade in reply fills the endpapers of the volume, including her assertion

that: ‘had any other man contradicted so known a fact as that Shakespear’s [sic]

popularity was revived by David Garrick, Doctor Johnson would have said; “Sir

the dog lied, and he knew that he lied.”’ The letter and annotated volume make

fascinating companions. 

The letters of Thomas Christie (1761–1796) present Nichols as both publisher

and mentor. Unlike the other writers represented, Christie was not from

Lichfield but visited during a research trip across England in 1787, writing the
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first part of his journal for Nichols from the city in letter form. Shortly before

arriving he had also met Erasmus Darwin at Derby, describing him as ‘learned

and excellent’ and ‘a genuine son of science’. Christie met Anna Seward during

his visit, calling her ‘The Muse of Lichfield’, and the two authors became good

friends. Anna later described how his ‘sprightly wit, scientific acquirements,

ingenious manners, and literary ardour, exceed anything I have met of early

excellence since I first knew Major Andre in his eighteenth year’. The account

of his journey is the only Christie letter in the collection that refers to Lichfield.

The others reveal the young Scottish medical student wrestling with his choice

between medicine and writing as a profession, and one lengthy letter from

Edinburgh includes fascinating accounts of both the work of the Edinburgh

Royal Society, and contemporary attitudes towards male midwifery.

The exhibition closed with two letters relating to Johnson himself. The first is a

letter written to Hester Thrale on 21 November 1772, in which he tells her ‘your

letters always do me good, I was hoping for one today’. The letter is written

from Ashbourne, where Johnson was visiting John Taylor. He asks after Hester’s

mother Mrs Salusbury, and calls her daughter Queeney ‘a naughty pup’ for not

having written to him. At the close of the letter he apologises for not having sent

anything for the cabinet of curiosities which he recently purchased for Queeney.

There are also references to his health and lack of activity throughout: he

comments that he is not sleeping well, and refers to a recent foot injury. The

final letter dates from after Johnson’s death and concerns the arrangements for

his monument by Royal Academician John Bacon in St Paul’s Cathedral.

Thomas Warton writes to Edmund Malone in 1791 to place two guineas each

from himself and his brother: a small but no doubt welcome contribution to the

final cost of 11,000 guineas.

The Swinfen Broun Collection is a valuable addition to the Birthplace

Collection, with significance for the history of Lichfield in the 18th century,

aspects of Johnson and the production of publications in the period. Although

the display is over, facsimile copies and transcripts of items from the collection

are available from the Birthplace Museum upon request, and the public are

welcome to make an appointment to consult the collection, or any of the other

250 manuscript items held in the stores of the Birthplace.
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Further Reading and Resources

The Nichols Archive Project at Leicester University is locating and cataloguing

the family letters; for information see:

www.le.ac.uk/el/resources/nichols/index.html

Nicholls, Graham, ‘News from the Birthplace’ and ‘A Note on the Swinfen

Broun Trustees Collection’, The Transactions of the Johnson Society, Lichfield,

1975, pp.45–49.

Nichols, John, Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century. Thomas Christie’s

letters are published in Volume IX, London, 1815, pp. 366–389; Seward’s letter

to Mrs Stokes describing Christie is reproduced on p.374.

For an account of the 18th century Post Office see chapter 2 of Whyman, Susan

E., The Pen and the People: English Letter Writers 1660–1800, Oxford

University Press, 2009.

Letters quoted all form part of the Swinfen Broun Collection (2001.77.1–25),

unless otherwise stated. Anna Seward’s copy of Boswell’s Journal of a Tour to

the Hebrides, 1785, is Birthplace accession number 2001.1138.

A complete list of items included in the Swinfen Broun Collection

Letters

From Thomas Christie to John Nichol (1786–1788) (6)

From Richard Greene to John Nichol (1785–1801) (3)

From Richard Greene to Richard Gough (1786)

Fragments of letter from Henry White to John Nichols (1785)

From Anna Seward to John Nichols (1785–1801) (11; 2 are copies)

From Samuel Johnson to Hester Thrale (1772)

From Thomas Warton to Edward Malone (1790)
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Manuscript Tract

The Narrative Displayed by ‘A citizen of the World’ (John Levett), 1765

Printed Tracts, bound into same volume (owned by Richard Greene)

An Impartial Account of Mr Levett’s Conduct in the Management of Elections

for the City of Lichfield (May 1741)

The Answer of Levett (December 1741)

A True State of Mr Holme’s Case by Brooke Hector (September 1744)

A reply to a paper entitled A True State of Mr Holme’s Case by Carey Butt

(September 1744)

Remarks on the Reply, by Brooke Hector (September 1744)

Observations on the remarks, by Carey Butt, Postscript by George Hayes

To the Citizens of Lichfield, by Carey Butt (October 1744)

To Mr Butt and Mr Hayes, Lichfield by Brooke Hector (October 1744)

Three miscellaneous manuscript items about Mr Holme’s case bound into back

A further three manuscript fragments of poems in back of bound volume

Books

John Britton, The History and Antiquities of the See and Cathedral Church of

Lichfield, 1820

History of the City and County of Lichfield, &c (John Jackson, Lichfield 1796,

2nd edition)

Letters of Anna Seward, 1811 (6 volumes)

Stebbing-Shaw, The History and Antiquities of Lichfield 1812, owned by Henry

White

Ephemera

A handbill advertising Richard Greene’s Museum
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Of those who have survived themselves most completely, left a

sort of personal seduction behind them in the world, and

retained, after death, the art of making friends, Montaigne and

Samuel Johnson certainly stand first. 

Robert Louis Stevenson

Though very fond of Montaigne, I can’t testify with much weight

to his powers of making friends almost 420 years after his death.

But my experience can confirm the truth of Stevenson’s words, for

my friendship with Samuel Johnson has solidified, and a dozen-

and-a-half new friendships have begun here in distant Minnesota,

a place which did not exist at Samuel Johnson’s death. Johnson’s

‘personal seduction’, surely one of the great testaments to a life well

lived, retains its power across continents and centuries.  

We begin with a borrowed stocking cap. It had disappeared

somewhere in the grounds of the Cathedral on my first visit to

Lichfield in February 2011, while I was doing some volunteer work

for the Samuel Johnson Birthplace Museum. The cap had come

from a stash of winter clothes at the London flat, owned by friends

who lived back in St Paul, which I was occupying with my wife.  

It was gone, and in the interim between that grey visit and my next

grey visit a few weeks later, I’d found a replacement for all of £1 at

a glitzy shop on Piccadilly Circus. Even so, why give up on the

original? On entering the Cathedral for a second look, I mentioned
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my loss to the two ladies manning the small gift shop. News of the wayward cap

created a flurry of activity which included summoning, by inter-church phone,

the verger. (Later, I had to look up the word.) He appeared, received my

description of the item, scooted off, and returned with the cap which he

modestly presented to me. Thanks all around and buoyed spirits.

I had spent that morning doing an inventory of copies of the Johnson dictionary

held by the Birthplace Museum. Curator Joanne Wilson was looking for an

accurate count of the number of copies of each edition, and the various sizes of

editions abridged and unabridged. What fascinating work to handle these

editions, weighty and otherwise. I worked sporadically, progressing slowly,

detoured by inscriptions, quirky words, lengthy quotations, a paragraph from

the famous preface.  At one point from inside the closed library door, I heard

the tramp of a couple of dozen small feet coming up the winding stairway.  Then

there was Joanne’s voice calling the troop of children, on a school field trip, to

the adjacent room to see some artifacts. This was followed by a song which

sounded sweet, muffled as it was to my ears.  Another day in the work of the

curator.

Outside there was music of a sort, too, for the market was in full swing on the

adjacent square. That square was, of course, there in Johnson’s time, and is just

one reminder of how relatively little has physically changed of Sam’s

surroundings, though many medieval buildings are gone, having given way to

Georgian ones. Maybe washing-up soap and tea towels weren’t going for a pound

in the market in 1730, but possibly the scones and jam would be familiar.  And

the sounds, traffic free, of hawking and shouting come across the centuries. It

was wonderful to me that there is still a bookshop occupying the ground floor

of the museum, recalling that of Johnson’s father, the first source of Sam’s

voluminous reading.  The creaking stairway, the artifacts in the cases, the views

from the windows – these things bring back Johnson’s time. The house must

have been crowded in Sam’s teenage years – the bulky brothers and father,

Sarah, a servant or two, customers. One imagines the clumping of heavy boots

supporting heavy men, the house shaking a bit.

The curator’s office contains the most living of all the artifacts in the house:

letters from Johnson’s friends, associates, neighbours, and many from Johnson

himself – most of them concerning somewhat mundane matters, but all precious
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to see and signed with the characteristic ‘Sam: Johnson’.  Most affecting is the

long, sad letter from brother Nathaniel to his mother in which he complains

about Sam (‘As to my brother’s assisting me, I have but little reason to expect it

when he would scarce ever use me with common civility…’), and goes on to

speculate on his possible future in Georgia, where he shall go in ‘about a

fortnight’ and where life ‘can’t be more unpleasant than some part of my life

past.’  Given Nathaniel’s impending unhappy end, this is the most moving

document in the museum.  

My months in England devoted to Johnson were divided among Dr Johnson’s

House in the City (which got most of my attention thanks to its proximity to my

temporary home in Blackheath), the Birthplace in Lichfield, and the British

Library.  Each place had material to study, not to mention sterling and dedicated

people.  But only on my return to Minneapolis did my experiences coalesce

into some kind of unified whole. This was thanks to OLLI, the Osher Lifelong

Learning Institute. The OLLI chapter in Minneapolis, loosely tied to the

University of Minnesota, is part of a national institution composed of

‘intellectually curious’ older people, most of them retired, who pay a yearly fee

of around $200 in order to be able to choose from about 180 courses on a wide

variety of subjects – courses that exist purely for learning (there are no credits

or exams). Our local chapter has 1,300 members. The vast majority of the

teachers of these courses are OLLI members who work for no pay other than

the happy knowledge that they are stimulating the lives of their peers.  I am not

retired, but I have been taking courses (Reading the Odyssey, The Holocaust,

American Presidents, among others) for a number of years.  When he learned

of my work in England, OLLI’s director suggested that I offer a Johnson course

in the summer before the resumption of my regular college work in the fall.

But, I wondered, would anyone want to study Johnson, someone whose image

is generally that of an old, grumpy, lofty, judgmental, bewigged, and

unsympathetic grouch?  

Fourteen women and eight men showed up for the first of four two-hour classes

at a suburban community centre. Eighteen stalwarts persevered to the end of

the course, reading many selections from Peter Martin’s handsome anthology

of Johnson’s essays and other works. These I supplemented with a few of my

favourite pieces. At the beginning few knew much about Johnson except for the
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dictionary and that only in a sketchy way.  Why was the dictionary famous?  Was

it really the first dictionary? Did he actually ‘write’ it?  Sam as a living and

breathing person was unknown to all, the prolific writer, the man almost

universally loved by his contemporaries, dogged by personal demons,

acquainted with everyone who was anyone in London literary and intellectual

circles, unequalled explainer of human foibles. In each class, we discussed

roughly a fourth of Johnson’s life, using his own quotations and those of

contemporaries. We read essays or other works that seemed to tie in naturally

with his biography. We noted our subject’s continual dissatisfaction with himself,

his seemingly never-ending struggle with poverty, his love of friends, his quirky

and eccentric mannerisms, his immense and spectacularly wide knowledge, his

uncanny observation. Three or four students were inspired to read biographies

of Johnson.  As the weeks progressed, our portrait of him, never complete of

course, began to take some shape and our admiration grew. By the course’s

end, he had made many friends, as Stevenson predicted.

A half hour before the end of the last session, I asked the students to write

reflections of Johnson – good, bad, positive, negative, signed, unsigned.  Some

excerpts are below:

l I have come to appreciate Johnson’s great wit, wisdom, and goodness.

l His ‘Essay on Pope’ and his comparison of Pope and Dryden are so subtle,

nuanced, and authoritative that it makes me want to read them both.

l His curiosity about everything (a polymath and an autodidact was he) is

inspiring.

l His struggles don’t appear to have rendered him bitter or cynical.  He

seems a grounded realist with a strong sense of human foibles, including

his own.  

l No one I have read better states what I take to be the human condition.

l His moral teaching seems to have a Christian basis and he is persistent

in what he believes.

l The utter honesty in reporting on his own motivations is admirable.  I

am a journal writer and found myself recently when writing in my journal
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telling myself to write as honestly as Samuel Johnson would. 

l As an old woman, I found what he wrote about old age and facing death

perceptive.

l Who knew I’d feel a kind of kinship with him?  Also, I appreciate his

clear-eyed, astute human observations and his rejection of superficial

optimism.  It makes him so human and yet larger than life.

l Dr Johnson amazes and delights us.  In his writings and in stories about

him we observe the workings of a brilliant mind which itself observed

human nature and penetrated our inner lives with accuracy and charity.

l It was fun to savor his choice of words and phrases.

l I love quotations, so he has made life more fun.

l He would have been fun to sit next to at a dinner party.

l Johnson challenges us to work harder and be better people.

l I am in awe of S. Johnson.

As for me, I’m not so sure about sitting next to him at a dinner party.  That

student may have overlooked what we’d read about his jerky, unpredictable

movements and the condition of his unkempt clothes.  But who can find fault

with the others?  After that last class when we all trundled out into the parking

lot, high summer sun baking the pavement, we went our separate ways, sharing

the words of our friend, a son of a bookseller born in a small town in a distant

country over three hundred years ago.  

Jack Miller is a professor of English at Normandale Community College in

Minneapolis and recently spent nine weeks volunteering at three museums in

England while on sabbatical. He has a Master’s degree from the University

College of North Wales in Bangor and, aside from teaching in the United States,

has taught in China, Guatemala, Turkey, and Denmark. He hopes to return to

Britain for an extended period in the not-too-distant future. He and his wife live

within sight of the Mississippi River just three miles from downtown

Minneapolis. jack.miller@normandale.edu is his e-mail address.
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1910 Sir Robert White-Thompson KCB

1911 The Rt. Revd A. Wallace Williamson KCVO

1912 Sir W. Ryland-Dent Adkins
1913 J. L. Griffiths
1919 Professor Sir Sydney Lee FSA

1920 Sir Norman Moore Bt.
1921 J. Frederick Green
1922 Sir Chartres Biron
1923 Cecil Harmsworth
1924 Percy E. Matheson
1925 Sir Charles Russell Bt.,KCVO

1926 Arundell J.K. Esdaile CBE

1927 Alfred Noyes CBE

1928 R.W. Chapman CBE

1929 Sidney C. Roberts
1930 A. Edward Newton
1931 Sir Anthony Hope Hawkins
1932 J.A. Lovat-Fraser
1933 Sir Frank MacKinnon PC

1934 Lord Charnwood
1935 Sir John Squire
1936 Revd Canon J.J.G. Stockley
1937 Guy Boas
1938 Revd Canon Anthony Dean
1939   Sir Charles Grant Robertson CVO

1944   Sir Charles Grant Robertson CVO

1945 Revd Canon John E.M. Wallis
1946 Lt.-Com. R.T. Gould
1947 Sir Norman Haworth FRS

1948 Sir Arnold McNair CBE

1949 David Nichol Smith
1950 L.F. Powell
1951 Mary Lascelles FBA

1952 Percy Laithwaite
1953 Sir Ben Lockspeiser KCB,FRS

1954 Laurence Meynell
1955 Sir Charles Lillicrap KCB

1956 D. V. Hubble
1957 Mary Hyde
1958 Professor J.L. Clifford
1959 Sir John Wedgwood Bt.
1960 Sir William Haley KCMG

1961 R.W. Ketton-Cremer
1962 B.L. Hallward
1963 Lord Brain
1964 The Very Revd W.R. Matthews CH,KCVO

1965 Rt. Hon. Sir Edward Boyle Bt., PC

1966 Nigel Birch PC, OBE

1967 Professor Edmund Blunden CBE

1968 Professor Douglas Grant
1969 Professor Matthew C.J. Hodgart
1970 Dame Helen Gardner DBE,FBA

1971 The Countess of Huntingdon
1972 David J. Fleeman 
1973 Henry J. Callender MBE

1974 Professor Frederick A. Pottle
1975 Frank Muir CBE

1976 Professor John Wain 
1977 Professor D. W. Jefferson 
1978 The Very Revd Edward Carpenter 
1979 Christopher Hibbert
1980 Herman W. Liebert
1981 Robert Robinson
1982 Professor Pat Rogers
1983 Sir William Rees-Mogg 
1984 Malcolm Muggeridge 
1985 Professor Donald Greene 
1986 Professor lan Jack 
1987 Sir Christopher Booth 
1988 The Rt. Revd Richard Harries 
1989 Richard Ingrams 
1990 The Rt. Hon. Enoch Powell 
1991 His Honour Judge Stephen Tumim
1992 Eric Anderson 
1993 Conor Cruise O’Brien 
1994 Professor Bruce Redford 
1995 Judge David Edward
1996 Professor lan Campbell 
1997 Dr Graham Nicholls
1998 Libby Purves 
1999 Dame Beryl Bainbridge 
2000 The Rt. Hon. Lord Bingham of Cornhill 
2001 Frank Delaney 
2002 Adam Sisman 
2003 John Sergeant 
2004 Lord Robin Butler of Brockwell KG,GCB,CVO

2005 Professor David Crystal OBE

2006 Nigel Rees 
2007 Professor Lynda Mugglestone
2008 John Byrne
2009 The Rt. Revd Jonathan Gledhill
2010 Frank Skinner
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Transactions

Principal papers from the last 10 years of Transactions are listed below. Back

issues may be obtained from the Treasurer, c/o Samuel Johnson Birthplace

Museum, Breadmarket Street, Lichfield, Staffs. WS13 6LG, costing £5/copy +

post & packing (£1 inland; £3 overseas). 

2001

Presidential Address: The Presence of Dr Johnson, Frank Delaney

Johnson Reads for the Dictionary, Graham Nicholls

Sir John Floyer, Dr Samuel Johnson and the Stanhope Family, Denis Gibbs

2002

Presidential Address: Dr Johnson’s Second Wife, Adam Sisman

Johnson and Garrick, Ian McIntyre

A Famous Argument, Kenneth Bowe

Ashbourne Revisited, Kilmorie Edwards

Dr Johnson in Ashbourne, Alan Barnes

2003

Presidential Address: Dr Johnson the journalist:  did he tell the truth?, John Sergeant

Captain Cook, Vanessa Collingridge

Two views of Lichfield depicted in fore-edge paintings, Denis Gibbs

Why a hatred for Sir John Pringle?, Philip Spinks

The Whitehalls of Pipe Ridware, Martha Ross Smith

S. Matthew’s Day:  Annual Commemoration of Samuel Johnson, The Very Revd Dr John

Arnold 

2004

Presidential Address: Dr Johnson and University College, Oxford, Rt. Hon. Lord Butler of

Brockwell

The Memoirs of Harriette Wilson:  The Impossibility of Biography, Dr Frances Wilson

‘In Awe of Nature’: Samuel Johnson and Joseph Wright of Derby, Stefka Ritchie

Reynolds and Johnson’s Tour of Devon, Retraced 1972, Mary Hyde, Richard Aylmer

The Johnson Sermon, The Venerable George Frost

2005

Presidential Address: Johnson’s Dictionary: 250 Years On, David Crystal

James ‘Corsica’ Boswell: Spin-doctor and Moralist, James T. Boulton

An Englishman, an Irishman, an American and John Locke’s Empiricism, John Dudley

The Whispering Roots: A Life of Day-Lewis, Sean Day-Lewis
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2006

Presidential Address: The Quotability of Samuel Johnson, Nigel Rees

‘Parallel Lives’: Mrs Pilkington in Dr Johnson’s London, Norma Clarke

Mr Greene’s Museum of Curiosities, Annette French

Who was Johnson’s Mysterious Swede? Lars Sonesson

2007

Presidential Address: Samuel Johnson the Undergraduate, Lynda Mugglestone

From ‘Blore’ to ‘Blog’, Lynda Mugglestone

A Sermon for the 298th Anniversary of Samuel Johnson’s Birth, Adrian Dorber

Palmer House, Mary Baker

The Virtue of Friendship, Peter Atkinson

2008

Presidential Address: Intersections & Coincidences: Collecting & Connecting with Samuel

Johnson from the Far End of the Earth, John Byrne

John Arbuthnot (1667–1735): ‘The Most Universal Genius’, Dr John Ward

Anna Seward: A Woman of Abilities and Some Renown, Marion Roberts

Dr Johnson & Tea, Stephanie Pickford

2009

Presidential Address: The Faith of Samuel Johnson, Rt. Revd Jonathan Gledhill

Lichfield to London Revisited: Johnson and Garrick’s Walk 2009, Dr Nicholas Cambridge

A Sermon Celebrating the Tercentenary of Samuel Johnson, Rt. Revd and Rt. Hon. Richard

Chartres

Johnson and Garrick in Birmingham: 2 March 1737, Graham Nicholls

Alderman Gilbert’s Gift, Joanne Wilson

2010

Presidential Address: The Temples and Turrets of The Rambler, Frank Skinner

Johnson Society 1910–2010: A Stroll Down Memory Lane, Mary Baker

‘A Nation of Readers’: Books and their Readers in the Age of Johnson, Dr Mark Towsey

‘Their Essence Seems to be Fluctuation’: Samuel Johnson’s Engagement with 18th Century

Financial Markets, Nick Train

‘Beyond the civilities of Cambridge’: the afterlife of the ‘young Cantabs’ who hosted Samuel

Johnson’s visit of 1765, Julia Allen
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New Members 

The Chairman and Council of the Johnson Society welcome the following

people who have joined the Society:

Mr M. Balazs London

Mr J. Basker New York, USA

Mr & Mrs D. Bostock Lichfield

Mr G. Cadden Newport

Mr B. Condell Viens, France

Mr & Mrs J. Coulborn Kings Bromley

Lt.-Col M. Gallagher MBE Lichfield

Professor N. Green Los Angeles, USA

Mrs B. Hattersley Lichfield

Mr & Mrs B. Hill Ledbury

Mr J. D. Holder Walsall

Mrs M. How Upper Longdon 

Mr K. Maycock Lichfield

Mr J. Miller Minneapolis, USA

Mr W. Mills New York, USA

Mr R. J. Rathbone Lichfield

Miss J. Sagar Burntwood

Mr N. Smith Ashtead

= = = = = =

MEMBERSHIP OF THE JOHNSON SOCIETY
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Membership of the Johnson Society

Membership is open to all those interested in the works of Samuel Johnson, his

life, and the life and works of the 18th century. 

The aims of the Society are: 

l to encourage the study of the life, works and times of Samuel Johnson.

l to preserve the memorials, associations, manuscripts, and letters of Johnson

and his contemporaries. 

l to co-operate with Lichfield District Council and Lichfield City Council in

the commemoration of Johnson’s birthday in September each year; the study

of local history, with particular reference to the 18th century; and the

preservation of the Johnson Birthplace Museum.

The benefits of personal membership include: 

l a copy of the annual Transactions of the Society (one copy only per joint

members). 

l participation in the Birthday Celebrations each September, including the

right to apply for tickets for the Annual Supper in the Guildhall, Lichfield. 

l attending other activities of the Society including lectures, meetings and

outings.

Annual membership costs:

Individual £10

Joint £15

Overseas individual $30

Overseas joint $45

If you wish to join the Society, please write to the Treasurer, Johnson Birthplace

Museum, Breadmarket Street, Lichfield, Staffs. WS13 6LG enclosing the

appropriate cheque made payable to the Johnson Society.

Payment can also be made using PayPal on the Johnson Society website:

www.thejohnsonsociety.org.uk.
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A Johnsonian Crossword

Devised by Johnson Society Council member Phil Jones in honour of this year’s

President, Susie Dent

Please note: nine of the clues relate to Johnson or his circle; seven contain definitions from
Johnson’s Dictionary (in quotation marks); the rest have no explicit Johnsonian link.   

Across

1 ‘Support, livelihood’, idle love is free (8)
5 Story takes short time for Sam’s friend (6)
10 Although no meat eater, backing up, swaps escalope tip for a desert (5)
11 Gapes soundly, taking old measure to secure carpet (9)
12 Inside, it’s over, strewth! Scatter! (9)
13 Bewhiskered Johnsonian, enters small house with old pence, backwards for instance (5)
14 Looked over field, ate up the view (6)
15 Endlessly, the first ark-ivist, adds an antique doff of the hat, to very little purpose (2,5)
18 Arsenal midfielder with light speed, eschewed alternative vote, but ok’d Russian measure (7)
20 Grass or gamble a bit of sunshine (6)
22 ‘Suspension of the mental faculties’: a retarded 19th century PM’s view (5)
24 Concerning teams, lives here (7)
25 Limber and then a bit! (9)
26 Praised Johnson as ‘critic and poet’, to lie was not his way (5)
27 ‘Force’, go south before the lock (6)
28 Actor Brian, loses his ’ed, but soundly adds religious song, he be praised (5,3)

Down

1 Early Johnson poem, capital effort! (6)
2 ‘Unfixed, unsettled’, avenges us (9)
3 Johnsonian opus, veils changing, pertaining to bards (5,2,3,5)
4 ‘Obtain or enjoy’, act embraced knight (7)
6 Miserly new adherents shared this quality, not a trait of Johnson! (15)
7 ‘To shun, escape’, keen to embrace love (5)
8 Alert yes, getting wind of things (8)
9 Like Johnson, a Lichfeldian, but in society his tastes ran to the lunar (6)
16 Johnsonian Club member, scion of a mater and metal basher (4,5)
17 Tale, Johnson regularly reads osteal ways (8)
19 ‘Contract’, tired out, backing, taking argon (6)
20 Body odour, fine! Declares Sam’s sidekick (7)
21 Puts me, newly, in position to bridge nostrils (6)
23 (5) dropped her first to yield another woman (5)

A JOHNSONIAN CROSSWORD
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A bottle of champagne will be awarded to the first solver to get a completed

crossword, with all answers correct, back to Phil Jones, c/o 3 Borrowcop Lane,

Lichfield, WS14 9DF.

Good luck!

A JOHNSONIAN CROSSWORD
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l Five floors of displays featuring period room settings

l Dr Johnson’s famous English dictionary

l Personal items belonging to Dr Johnson, his family and friends

l Introductory film - ‘Samuel Johnson: An Extraordinary Life’

l Dr Johnson’s well-known sayings

l Family trail and hands-on activities

l A calendar of regular special events

l Research facilities and library access by appointment

Open Daily

1st April to 30th September - 10.30am to 4.30pm

1st October to 31st March - 11.00am to 3.30pm

Last admission 30 minutes before closing

(closed 25th to 26th December and 1st January)

See...

Experience...

Museum & Bookshop Opening Times

Free Entry

www.samueljohnsonbirthplace.org.uk  Breadmarket Street, Lichfield, WS13 6LG  Tel:01543 264972
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PRESIDENT: SUSIE DENT

‘From the authors which rose in the time of Elizabeth,

a speech might be formed adequate to all the purposes

of use and elegance. If the language of theology were

extracted from Hooker and the translation of the bible

... few ideas would be lost to mankind, for want of

English words, in which they might be expressed.’
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